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planBowers to submit reorganization
By Dennis Morin 
M ontana K a im in  R eporter
President Richard Bowers will sub­
mit a request for administrative 
reorganization of the University of 
Montana at the Board of Regents 
meeting today at 1:30 p.m. in the 
University Center.
President Bowers will request from 
the Board of Regents the following 
changes in the administrative struc­
ture:
•  The positions of administrative 
vice president, vice president of 
research, business manager and
director of computer services be 
eventually eliminated;
•  The positions of vice president of 
fiscal affairs, director of man­
agement information systems, 
director of development and public 
affairs, and legal counsel created;
• The director of student services, 
the equal employment opportunity 
officer and the director of athletics 
report directly to the president 
instead of to the administrative vice 
president;
•  The internal auditor report to the 
vice president for fiscal affairs 
instead of to the president;
President Bowers said that details 
concerning restaffing and reor­
ganization of the administration 
would not be available until after the 
Board of Regents approved the 
recommendation. If approved, the 
reorganization could only be 
realized over a long period of time, 
he said.
Court upholds 
law school rule
Helena AP
Atty. Gen. Robert Woodahl said 
yesterday that the U.S. Supreme 
Court has upheld the practice of ad­
mitting University of Montana law 
graduates to the state bar without 
taking the bar examination.
Woodahl said the high court af­
firmed the judgment of a special 
three-judge federal court. That 
panel upheld the constitutionality of 
a Montana law that allows the state 
Supreme Court to admit UM law 
school graduates to practice law in 
Montana.
UM PRESIDENT RICHARD BOWERS, foreground and third from left, 
hesitates to formulate an answer to a question at a meeting yesterday 
between himself and Central Board to discuss the use of building fee money
to reimburse $175,000 owed to the Department of Health, Education and 
Welfare for the misuse of federal work-study funds three years ago. (Mon­
tana Kalmln photo by Tom Levno)
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New CB delegates elected
. .  . • ____  r w h o r  u n t o c  w p n t  tO ! J i m  Li
Mark Warren, Greg Henderson and 
Jim Murray are the newly elected, 
on-campus delegates to Central 
Board.
According to election results ob­
tained from Tom Stockburger, 
ASUM President, Warren was first 
with 201 votes, Henderson was 
second with 158 votes and Murray 
was third with 157 votes.
Bowers says federal repayment 
should be from building funds
By Kathy Menslng 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The $175,000 reimbursement fee 
to the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare (HEW), for 
the misuse of work-study funds, 
should come from either operating 
expenses or building fees, said 
Richard Bowers, University of Mon­
tana president, yesterday.
Bowers told the 50 people present at 
a meeting called by ASUM President 
Tom Stockburger, that he does not 
dispute that building fees should be 
used for buildings, but that money is 
needed by UM to meet this 
obligation.
In 1972, five UM officials were in­
dicted for diverting student work- 
study funds to the athletic de­
partment. The $175,000 will be 
paid to HEW in settlement of the 
case.
Bowers said the operating budget 
already has heavy demands on it. He 
said the money should come from 
the building fund, as there happens 
to be a reserve in it right now.
Bowers said he submitted on Oct. 
25, a request to the Board of 
Regents to “authorize UM to pay the 
$175,000 from appropriate funds.” 
He said there was attached to the re­
quest proof of the legality of using 
building funds in this manner.
Bowers said interpretive errors were 
made by both UM and the athletic 
department in deciding where work- 
study funds should go.
Bowers said it is possible to take 
money from the athletic budget for 
the reimbursement, but that the 
money would come from it’s 
operations budget.
Bowers said that budgets should not 
be cut by “breaking obligations.” He 
said no budget or scholarship 
obligations have been made for next 
year’s athletic department. He 
added that money could not be 
taken from this year’s budget 
without breaking commitments.
Bowers said the date when the set­
tlement must be paid has not been 
set and that the university could try 
to negotiate installment payments.
When asked if students and faculty 
will be informed of university com­
mitments of this magnitude in the 
future, Bowers said, “ I will try to 
consult students and faculty as 
widely and as often as I can. 
Sometimes, I know, I won’t be able 
to do so.”
He said he believed this matter came 
to students’ attention only “through 
a journalistic inquiry of the Kaimin."
Ot er votes e t to: i  eik 130, Al 
Stockdale 122, Dan Hjartarson 118, 
Eric Brass (RSC) 96, Kurt 
Winegardner (RSC) 89, Jeff Reeder 
(RSC) 87, Jeff Straw 53, Carl Ro- 
stad 52, Paul Guttenberg 49, John 
Dench 50, and Archie Wood 29.
Stockburger said that the new 
delegates will take their place on 
Central Board next week.
Of the 2,354 students eligible to 
vote, 512 actually turned out to the 
polls to vote. Those eligible to vote 
were only on-campus residents.
Persons were allowed to vote only if 
they presented both a validated 
identification card and a validated 
meal pass. The voters name also had 
to appear on a roster supplied by the 
Residence Halls office.
According to one person who 
manned an election booth in the 
Lodge, many more voters turned out 
than actually voted. Those who did 
not have their IDs with them had to 
be turned away, he said.
•  A new major unit within' the 
University be created to provide 
management information services to 
the University;
•  The University of Montana Foun­
dation, Alumni Association and In­
formation Services be coordinated 
through a director of development 
and public affairs;
• A position to be responsible for 
providing computer services and 
management information systems to 
the entire University be established.
The American Bar Association 
(ABA) will make a presentation at 
the meeting concerning the ac­
creditation of the UM Law School.
Last October the ABA and the As­
sociation of American Law Schools 
(AALS) found the Law School 
salaries ranked among the lowest in 
the nation. The law library and 
library staff, and physical facilities 
suffered from lack of expansion, ac­
cording to the ABA and the AALS.
Bikeway project lacks cash 
until next year for contracts
The Missoula Bikeway project has 
run out of money for any more con­
tract expenditures for this year, Tom 
Crowley, c ity  engineer, said 
yesterday.
But the city can keep working on the 
project as long as it does not con­
tract any more work out, he added.
Almost half of the $80,000 bikeway 
project is being funded by a grant 
from the Bureau of Outdoor 
Recreation (BOR), with the city pay­
ing for the rest.
The Missoula City Council voted to 
match half of the BOR grant for fis­
cal 1974-75, and will “certainly” vote
CB supports McQuirk boycott
Central Board passed a resolution 
Wednesday night urging students to 
boycott the establishments of Mis­
soula tavern owner Bill McQuirk.
Last week members of the 
University Teachers Union voted 
unanimously to boycott the Mc­
Quirk bars because of his unfair 
business practices, failure to pay 
overtime and minimum wages, and 
use of misleading advertising.
The CB resolution states:
"Whereas Bill McQuirk and his 
agents, doing business as The 
Heidelhaus, The Fairway Liquor 
Store, The Office Lounge and Trad­
ing Post Saloon, have engaged in 
false advertising and the ex­
ploitation of employees, and that in 
particular he is charged with
•  "Failure to pay minimum wages
•  “ Failure to pay for so called train­
ing time
•  “ Using sex as a condition of em­
ployment or of advancement in em­
ployment
•  "Failure to pay wages for sitdown 
time
•  "Illegal deductions for paychecks
•  "Failure to pay promised wage in­
creases
•  "Failure to pay advertised wage 
and other employment benefits
•  “Planned phase-outs, arbitrary 
firings and threats of black-balling
•  “Failure to keep time records 
which reflect actual work hours
•  “Failure to pay overtime,
“And whereas much of McQuirk’s 
clientele is gathered from university 
students,
“Thterefore, let it be resolved that 
ASUM opposes these practices
“ Be it further resolved that the 
ASUM urges every student at the 
University of Montana to boycott the 
forementioned establishments until 
such time as the abuses listed above 
are rectified.”
The charges are the same as those 
filed by Richard D’Hooge of Mis­
soula with the director of the 
Department of Revenue.
In D’Hooge’s complaint each of 
the charges is supported and 
documented by affidavits and 
statements signed by former em­
ployes of McQuirk.
D’Hooge said yesterday that he has 
over 100 such statements verifying 
the complaints against McQuirk.
D’Hooge estimates the McQuirk es­
tablishments gross $875,000 an­
nually. "This money comes from 
students who are his employes and 
customers. McQuirk has denied 
them their fair share,” he said.
to match the other half of the grant 
for fiscal 1975-76, Alderwoman 
Georgia Walters said yesterday.
Work is still not completed on the 
bikeway underpass being built 
under the Milwaukee Road railroad 
tracks north of the University of 
Montana. Although the underpass 
tunnel has been built under the 
tracks, work has not begun on the 
stairs leading out of the tunnel.
A contract has been signed to install 
the north stairs for $3,600, Crowley 
said, but no funds are available for 
the south stairs construction.
The city has graded the south ap­
proach to the tunnel into a gravel 
ramp and concrete stairs will be 
added when funding becomes 
available, Crowley said.
The city has also paved the top of 
the dikeway between the Higgins 
Avenue and Orange Street bridges 
for use in the bikeway route. Plans 
call for the bikeway to be located 
beside the water side of the 
floodwall on the north bank of the 
Clark Fork. But residents of the area 
have not granted any easements 
permitting their land to be used for 
the bikeway, Crowley said.
Current plans call for a portion 
of the bikeway to run parallel to 
Interstate 90 between Madison and 
Van Buren streets on land belonging 
to Burlington Northern. Crowley is 
still negotiating with Burlington 
Northern over lease of the land.
Holiday Tuesday
The Montana Kaimin will not be 
published Tuesday because of the 
election day holiday. There'will be 
no classes that day. Regular 
publication will resume Wednesday.
CALL IT TUITION
Some $45,039.55 was quietly taken out of the 1960 building fee 
fund last year for inserting and addressing equipment for clerical 
services. The monies spent will not benefit students.
Clerical Services discourages student business. A sign within 
the office proclaims "no sales to students, please.” If pressed, 
sales will be made . . .  “well, we’ll sell it too you i f  you can’t get it 
at the bookstore." Campaign posters and other flyers for 
students have been printed, but students are not welcomed or 
encouraged to come in and shop even though they unknowingly 
coughed up more than $45,000 last year for clerical equipment.
Charging students for things they can’t use could legally be 
defined as charging tuition. Montana statutes state that tuition 
may not be charged to in-state students at a state-supported 
institution.
Students should complain. No one else will.
Carey Matovich Yunker
ONE WAY OUT
Students are upset over the use of student building fees as an 
administrative slush fund. Just being mad doesn’t get our money 
back. Pointing our fingers and crying “shame, shame” doesn’t 
stop it from happening again.
But here’s something that might help.
The Board of Regents of Higher Education is meeting today at 
1:30 p.m. in the University Center Montana rooms. If the use of 
the building fee fund upsets you, if you feel it is not right to put 
student fees to the uses those fees were put to, attend the 
meeting.
Carey Matovich Yunker
WATT HAS FORESIGHT
Not to denigrate any of the many other good candidates running 
for state and local offices next Tuesday, but we must take the op­
portunity to single out the excellent Democratic candidate'in 
Senate District 49—Robert Watt.
Last spring, a company proposed to mix Montana coal with 
water and pump it out of the state in a pipeline. This proposal 
caught many Montanans off guard—but not Bob Watt. As a state 
representative he had already got a bill passed during the 
second session of the last legislature that made the use of water 
to export coal illegal—months before anybody thought of doing 
it.
This is the kind of foresightedness we need in our law-makers. 
Watt deserves a seat in the Senate.
Steven Forbis
letters
Central Board’s CIA suppression disheartening
Editor: It was greatly disheartening 
for me to see that Central Board 
voted to suppress the CIA in its 
attempts to recruit here, not 
because I am an admirer of the CIA, 
but because this action undermined 
a value which I hold to be more fun­
damental than the protection of 
students from associating with an 
organization of questionable purity: 
freedom.
Freedom is a fairly meaningless
By Pat Dawson, editor,
MSU Exponent
We had to laugh as we read an 
article yesterday that was carried in 
one of the Lee newspapers. The 
article related some aspects of the 
University of Montana law school in 
Missoula, touching on the school's 
dean in particular.
The story contained many ob­
servations which we were already 
aware of, but of which the public has 
had little or no knowledge of. It 
might possibly enhance the quality 
of the legal profession in Montana if 
the citizens knew what goes on at 
the law school and would demand 
some sorely needed changes.
The law school at Missoula is one 
Institution where political suck is 
more likely to get you admitted 
than academic merit or social 
conscience. We know of several 
cases in which seemingly qualified 
applicants who were relative 
“nobodys” were passed over jin favors 
of academically mediocre son of 
prominent law school alumni or ap­
plicants who received the right 
"recommendations" from people 
like state Supreme Court Justice 
Harrison.
The Dean and his staff at UM law 
school decide who gets in, piaybe 
even 'who passes courses, and, 
ultimately, who gets to be a lawyer 
in Montana. There have been 
references made to the dean’s 
preference for Catholic boys 
educated at Carroll College and 
Notre Dame.
If you can play it straight and get 
through the three years at Missoula 
you automatically become a lawyer 
in Montana. If you graduate from, 
say, Harvard or a night school in 
Chicago, then you must pass the
proposition if we allow it for only 
those who are in agreement with us. 
Freedom has real meaning only 
when we allow others the same 
autonomy we demand for ourselves. 
What if the CIA had prevented CB 
from meeting on the premise that 
the welfare of humanity would be 
better served by suppressing a 
group of foolish, know-nothing 
students in their attempts to stifle it 
in recruiting the people it felt it 
needed?
state bar exam which is ad­
ministered in October by the god­
fathers of the UM law school, the 
state Supreme Court.
Should you pass the bar exam, you 
can start looking for a job. Good 
luck. The UM graduates were ad­
mitted to the bar in June and got the 
jump on ya.
We wonder if the UM graduates 
could pass the bar exam if they were 
suddenly required to take it. UM 
does not require, and in some cases, 
does not even offer courses cover­
ing some of the areas which are on 
the bar exam. Examples are: oil and 
gas law, mining law, water rights law 
and Uniform Commercial Code. The 
non-UM graduate must be familiar 
with these aspects of Montana law in 
order to pass the bar exam.
Being a lawyer in Montana, if you 
graduate from UM, is not always the 
s a m e , b e i  ng a . lawyer elsewhere. 
Graduates of UM law school are, for 
the most part, totally fixated by 
visions of large corporate retainers, 
social prestige, have no social 
conscience and appear to have sixty 
year old heads mounted on twenty- 
five year old bodies which are 
programmed for golf, handball, and 
opening doors and holding coats for 
prospective senior partners.
It would be a very difficult task to 
break up that cozy little family which 
i s ) composed of law school ad­
ministration, state supreme court 
and state bar association, but if 
enough citizens in Montana would 
realize that their taxes are sup­
porting an exclusive elitist day-care 
center, then something might get 
done. But watch it: Those boys take 
care of their own.
If we observe the motives behind the 
actions of both CB and the CIA, we 
will see that they will both claim 
what they did was in the best 
interest of humanity. Of course, 
when one is acting in the best 
interest of humanity, it is perfectly 
moral to suppress the freedoms of 
other incorrigible human beings (so 
the story goes). This is the 
philosophy adhered to by the CIA in 
their covert, distasteful attempts to 
overthrow the Chilean government. 
It justly deserves the unsavory 
reputation it has acquired due to this 
incident, for it has subjected another 
nation to its own puposes. It has 
violated the freedom of Chilean 
citizens for the sake of its own views 
and interests. To me, the action of 
CB bears a striking resemblance to 
the action of the CIA in its spirit. It 
has attempted to use its power to 
undermine an organization whose 
views it finds abhorrent.
I think there are many people on this 
campus who would be greatly ap­
preciative if CB would allow the 
studehts here to be their own big 
brothers.
Brett Dalrympie 
junior, education
Two endorsed
Editor: On Tuesday, University 
students have an opportunity to re­
elect two ardent and effective 
spokesmen to the Montana 
Legislature. These individuals are 
Rep. Gary Kimble, House candidate, 
District 94, and Rep. Bill Norman, 
Senate candidate from District 47. 
Kimble^ and Norman's records are 
obviously beneficial to the students 
at the University. They have spon­
sored such legislation as bike-ways, 
library acquisition, students’ right to 
privacy and have consistently voted 
against strip mining of Eastern Mon­
tana and of construction of the 
Colstrip generating plants. They 
have also been proponents of im­
proved working conditions and 
facilities at both the University of 
Montana and at our state institu­
tions.
Precinct 52, which is located in the 
University Center, is included in 
House District 94 and Senate Dis­
trict 47. It has over 800 registered 
voters.
In the past students have neglected 
to vote; and, because of this, in­
dividuals who are opposed to 
student interests have been elected 
to public office. Therefore, ac­
cordingly, we hope that students will 
exercise their power to vote and re­
elect two friends to the Montana 
Legislature.
Ed Smith 
senior, history
Alex Bourdeau 
sophomore,
history/political science
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comment
toward concinnity By Michael Sol
The Mavericks
The Missoula Mavericks, with their 
notorious party last week, did not 
help their cause. Their cause is the 
support of athletics and they have 
supported local individuals and 
groups generously and fairly. But to 
raise the money by illegal means, 
certain gambling games, and blatant 
exploitation of bodies will be dif­
ficult to justify among those who see 
a higher value in athletics and 
everything associated with it.
Athletics has had enough bad 
publicity with bribery, profes­
sionalism, recruiting and abuse of
drugs over the years. Those who 
really care about athletics would, it 
would seem, take every precaution 
to avoid the bad publicity that would 
invariably result from crude displays 
of the Maverick sort.
Regardless of the explanations, the 
excuses offered, or the reasoning 
behind such parties, the Missoula 
Mavericks are associated with the 
support of athletics. To raise money 
for the support of athletics, which 
supposes to exemplify certain 
values, by means that are directly 
contrary to those values, will im­
press the public as a base hypocrisy.
As a result of the Missoula 
Mavericks party, athletics was hurt 
more than any sum of money raised 
could help it.
The CIA
Central Board refused this week to 
allow the CIA to undertake recruit­
ing on the University of Montana 
Campus. The members of CB who 
voted to ban the agency, primarily 
the Radical Student Coalition, ap­
parently feel that the average 
student is incapable of independent 
thought on the matter.
Now it is all very nice that Central
Board wants to play Big Brother for 
us all. But it is reprehensible that 
they deprive us of our individual 
freedom to decide for ourselves. 
This is an institution of learning and 
tolerance and rejection of any group 
from coming to this campus is a 
reactionary move away from a free 
environment.
This University, to this writer’s 
knowledge, has never rejected or 
refused any speakers who have ad­
vocated violent overthrow of 
governmental systems. William 
Kunstler came here once and
virtually advocated the same things 
on the left, that the CIA practices on 
the right.
It is possible that there are students 
who believe in what the CIA is trying 
to accomplish, and would welcome 
the opportunity to attend an 
interview. Central Board, for its own 
moral reasons which are not neces­
sarily the moral reasons held by 
everyone, is attempting to limit free 
access of information and move­
ment.
That is what many people accuse 
the CIA of trying to do.
Rumpleforeskin by Paul Krassner WASHINGTON
MERRY-GO-ROUND
by Jack Anderson
This may come as a surprise, but I 
believe that Ed Sullivan died of 
natural causes.
On the day after his death, 
comedian Gabriel Kaplan—whose 
most famous routine is a devastating 
takeoff on Sullivan as a drunken 
bigot—was scheduled to be on the 
Merv Griffin show, but his ap­
pearance was edited entirely out 
of the videotape, reduced from 90 
minutes to an hour.
Amnesty plan
Reprinted from The New York Times 
By Lucinda Franks
But even Kaplan could never top the 
spontaneous gaucherie of Ed 
Sullivan, who once introduced Jose 
Feliciano by saying, “And now let's 
have a really big welcome for this 
blind Filipino lad. . .”
A couple of psychics made accurate 
predictions about Evel Knievel’s 
recent stunt.
David Hoy, who forecast the as-
challenged
sassination of Bobby Kennedy and 
named the winners of five 
consecutive horse races at Hialeah, 
said: "I feel he will survive his jump 
across the Snake River Canyon with 
no serious injury.”
Joe DeLouise, who predicted the 
1973 Illinois Central train wreck, was 
more specific: "I feel it's a big put- 
on. If he actually goes through with 
the jump, which he would not 
legitimately make, he will save his 
skin with a parachute."
A prediction about the resignation 
of Leon Jaworski was made not by a 
psychic but by NBC News corres­
pondent Carl Stern. He is also an at­
torney, as is CBS's Fred Graham 
and ABC's Geraldo Rivera.
According to Justice Department 
sources, Jaworski is quitting 
because he wants to get out as 
Special Watergate Prosecutor 
before Richard Nixon rattles the 
skeleton of perhaps his only friend, 
the late Murray Chotiner.
If Chotiner had not been hit by an 
automobile and then died in the hos­
pital, his testimony would surely 
have sent John Mitchell and Maurice 
Stans to jail.
Nixon survives, though, bookended 
by Bebe Rebozo and Ron Ziegler in 
San Clemente. The former President 
thus remains a missing link between 
the Mafia and Disneyland.
Krasshole of the Week Award:. To 
whoever it was responsible for 
arranging instant playback of the 
winners getting up from their seats 
on the telecast of the Country Music 
Awards show.
Incidently, Merle Haggard, whose 
anti - grass - and - long - hair record 
became almost a conservative 
national anthem, claims privately 
that it was originally intended to be a 
satire of Okie chauvinism rather 
than a critique of hippies.
Paul Krassner is Editor and Zen Bas­
tard of The Realist.
Pentagon drafts race war plans: 
Pentagon strategists are quietly 
form ulating plans that could 
conceivably drag the United States 
into an African racial war. Here are 
the inside details:
Most of the oil consumed by the 
West is shipped in tankers which 
steam through the Indian Ocean and 
around South Africa's Cape of Good 
Hope. The Soviet Union has been 
building up its fleet in the Indian 
Ocean and defense planners now 
believe the Kremlin could easily 
disrupt the tanker traffic.
Thus, the United States, in concert 
with its NATO allies, is proposing to 
defend the “Cape Route” from the 
alleged Russian threat. Such plans 
would undoubtedly require the 
cooperation of white-ruled South 
Africa.
NATO officials admitted several 
months ago that “contingency 
plans” were being drawn up. Recent 
reports from South Africa, fur­
thermore, tell of naval visits by 
the British and Fench. And U.S. of­
ficials are reportedly discussing 
plans to use South African port 
facilities.
Once military cooperation is es­
tablished, NATO could eventually 
be drawn into South Africa's es­
calating racial squabbles with its 
black neighbors.
There is a strong possibility, 
however, that the “Cape Route” is­
sue is a bogus one. A recent United 
Nations report, classified con­
fidential, traces the controversy 
back to conservative NATO officials 
who for years have been looking for 
an excuse to include South Africa in 
the western defense system.
The U.N. document, compiled by 
consultant Sean Gervasi, con­
cluded: “The debate about the Cape 
Route . . .  is actually a smokescreen 
for hiding the real motives of those 
who organized it.”
A secret U.S. foreign policy 
document on Southern Africa, 
National Security Study Memoran­
dum 39, bluntly acknowledges that 
South Africa “ hopes to use the small 
but persistent Soviet naval presence 
in the Indian Ocean as a basis for 
some sort of collaboration with the 
United States . . . with resultant in­
creased U.S. naval presence in the 
area and use of South African 
ports.”
Finally, there is the testimony of no 
less an authority than Central 
In te lligence Agency D irector 
William Colby. In a closed-door ses­
sion with a congressional committee 
two months ago, he described the 
Soviet presence in the Indian Ocean 
as “ relatively small and inactive."
There was little chance, Colby 
added, that the Russians would in­
crease the size of their fleet in those 
waters unless the United States did 
it first.
No deal: Perhaps sometimes inves­
tigative reporters should give the 
public a report on a scandal they 
have failed to find.
We have been bombarded with in­
quires, for example, about Richard 
Nixon’s presidential pardon. Many 
suspicious Americans refuse to 
believe President Ford’s explanation 
before the House Judiciary Com­
mittee that he thought the pardon 
would close the book on Watergate. 
But if there was an advance 
agreement between Nixon and Ford, 
we have found no evidence of it. We 
haven’t uncovered one document, 
we haven't located one witness, with 
information about a Nixon-Ford 
deal.
In the absence of any evidence to 
the contrary, we will accept 
President Ford’s word that he 
pardoned Richard Nixon because he 
thought it was the right thing to do. 
We question Ford’s judgment, but 
we have no reason to question his 
integrity.
Calling President Ford's conditional amnesty plan "worse than no amnesty 
at all,” the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) said yesterday it would 
legally challenge what it termed constitutional inequities and defects of the 
clemency offer and show Vietnam-era exiles that there are better options for 
repatriation open to them.
Directors of the organization said at a news conference that a large percen­
tage of the estimated total of 50,000 war resisters had been illegally drafted 
and that they would be better off fighting their cases in the courts than 
accepting the government’s “earned re-entry" proposal.
Aryeh Neier, executive director of the ACLU, said it would give free legal aid 
to any exile who wanted to take this amnesty alternative. The organization is 
setting up three special headquarters for the purpose—in Washington, D.C., 
New York City, and near Camp Atterbury, Ind., where all deserters 
participating in the President’s amnesty plan are being processed.
Harm to Lives Feared
Neier said that his organization would attempt to have parts of the amnesty 
program declared unconstitutional through individual test cases. He said 
that the organization was advising men to reject the President's program but 
that it would help those who felt they could wait no longer to “squeeze what 
little advantage they could” out of the program while challenging the 
constitutionality.
“We are warning all exiles that the conditional amnesty program will hurt 
them more than help them arid that it could seriously damage their lives,” 
Neier said.
A vast number of induction orders violated Selective Service regulations, ac­
cording to ACLU lawyers, and such defective orders would be subject to 
nullification if applicants for clemency took their cases to court. For the draft 
violator, this could mean a dismissal of charges, and a deserter could havq 
his military service declared null and void.
Henry Schwarzschild, director of the liberties union’s Project on Amnesty, 
sajdihat during tho, last few years about two-thirds of draft cases tried in 
Federal courts and been dismissed or had ended In acquittals.
One of the main defects of the program, according to Neier, is that It as­
sumes that all the exiles are guilty of breaking a law, when, he said, a large 
porportion of them are not. He explained:
'Guilty of Nothing’
“Thousands of them were wrongfully denied conscientious objector status 
in disregard of standards established by the Supreme Court. Others were 
wrongfully denied deferments or physical exemptions. Many induction 
orders were based on declarations of delinquency, which is also illegal.
“Some men are in hiding for no reason because the Justice Department 
never brought an indictment down on them.
"Tens of thousands of these men are guilty of nothing, and they should have 
.the right to exonerate themselves. Yet, there apparently will be no review of 
anyone’s file in Mr. Ford’s amnesty,” Neier said.
Another inequity, he continued, is that applicants are not advised of their 
right to have legal assistance and their right to appear personally at the 
various boards that determine the length of their alternative service.
For instance, he said that the length of alternative service for deserters at 
Camp Atterbury was decided by a military board 60 miles away. The ap­
plicant is not given the opportunity to appear before the board and speak on 
his behalf, he said, nor is he allowed to examine his personnel file to point 
out errors in the record of his military service.
Neier said the draft evader must sign a civil rights waiver in which a 
clemency applicant agrees to give up the protection against double 
jeopardy and self-incrimination and the right to a speedy trial and due 
process of law in connection with his case. He said that his organization 
would take legal action to have this requirement revoked and might also test 
the constitutionality of alternative service, which he said was tantamount to 
involuntary servitude.
Another inequity, he said, is that the amnesty program is not open to men 
who have established themselves and become citizens of another country, 
since a pledge of allegiance to the United States is required. The exile who 
has become a Canadian citizen is thus prohibited from ever visiting his 
homeland, and the exile who wants to live permanently in Canada is forced 
to give up his job to do two years of service in the United States just to be 
able to visit here, he said.
ACLU directors said that the "clemency discharge” that would replace an 
undesirable discharge once a deserter completed alternative service was a 
downgrading, rather than an upgrading, of his military status.
"An undesirable discharge is an administrative discharge which is given out 
for everything from talking back to an officer and it can be appealed to a 
military review board,” Schwarzschild said. "A clemency discharge in effect 
brands you as a traitor to many employers—it is saying ‘we do not recognize 
your desertion as an act of conscience but see it as a crime to which we re­
sponded with clemency.' "
Neier said there were many other defects in the program, which the liberties 
union would test one by one in the courts. One of them, he said, is that out of 
the 500,000 Vietnam veterans with less than honorable discharges, the 
Clemency Review Board will review for possible upgrading only, those bad 
discharges given for AWOL or desertion not for antiwar activities such as 
leafletting or demonstrating in protest against the war.
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Local government options outlined
By Steve Corrick 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
Last in a series
The local government study com­
missions will be elected next Tues­
day, but the state legislature and the 
State Commission on Local 
Government have . already been 
instrumental in the local gov­
ernment review process.
In its 1974 session, the legislature 
passed two pieces of legislation 
which have accelerated the review 
process.
The first bill, HB 805, established the 
selection format and structure of the 
study commissions.
The second bill, HB 774, established 
the State Commission on Local 
Government (CLG) and charged it 
with the responsibilities of research­
ing and submitting for approval a 
revised code of local government 
law to the legislature in 1975.
The CLG has now issued three 
proposed laws concerning:
•  A lternative forms of local 
government.
•  Adoption of self-governing 
powers.
•  The further definition of duties 
and options of the local study com­
missions.
This article discusses the most im­
portant parts of the three bills and 
their implications.
The first of the proposed bills lists 
six optional forms of government. 
They are:
•  The commission-executive form, 
which has several different names 
but is analogous to Missoula’s 
mayor-council form of government.
Under an option known as the 
strong mayor form, the executive is 
given more power to conduct the 
day-to-day business of the city. 
Other Officials may or may not be 
popularly elected.
• The commission-manager form, 
which Missoula tried at one time. In 
this form, the citizens elect a city 
council which appoints a city 
manager. The manager then ap­
points the other local officials.
•  The commission form, in which a 
city council is elected and charged 
with fulfilling both the legislative 
and executive functions of city 
government. Other officials such as 
the sheriff, superintendent of 
schools, and treasurer also may be 
elected.
•  The commission-chairman form. 
After the commission is elected by 
popular vote, it selects a chairman 
from its own ranks who then as­
sumes the executive function.
•  The town meeting form, which 
may be used only by towns with 
populations under 2,000. Town 
meetings of all qualified voters are 
held to discuss and decide all local 
issues.
• The charter-form, which provides 
the most flexibility. It enables a 
study commission to construct a 
form of government uniquely suited 
to an area's particular needs. The 
charter is defined as “a written 
document defining the powers, 
structures, privileges, rights and 
duties of the unit of local 
government and limitations there­
on."
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The CLG proposed legislation does 
not stop at simply giving the com­
missions and eventually the voters a 
choice between different executive- 
legislative structures. The proposals 
require that three sub-options be 
presented to the voter in addition to 
each choice of an alternative 
governmental form.
The sub-options will not alter the ex­
ecutive-legislative relationship of 
the chosen alternative government 
form but will determine the’ form’s 
internal structure.
For most of the basic alternative 
forms the sub-options can include 
differences in:
•  Partisan or non-partisan election 
of officers.
•  Term of office of elected officers.
• Presiding officer of the legislative 
body.
•  Concurrent or overlapping terms 
of office for commissioners.
• Budget authority of the chief ex­
ecutive.
•  A p p o in tm e n t pow er o f the  ch ie f 
executive .
•  Veto authority of the chief ex­
ecutive.
• Selection or election of officials in 
addition to the legislative body and 
chief executive.
•  Election of commissioners by dis­
trict or at-large.
•  Size of the legislative body.'
• Election or appointment of ad­
visory councils to the legislative 
body.
The bill addressing the duties and 
options of the local government 
study commissions also presents 
the commissions with several con­
siderations in addition to the 
governing structure. The boards 
may also consider consolidation, 
federation, d is inco rporate  and the 
transfer of services to different 
governmental units.
Consolidation
Consolidation allows two or more 
separate local governments to form 
a single unified government. It can 
be accomplished between a county 
and one or more municipalities, or 
between counties, or between coun­
ties and municipalities located in 
those counties.
Cooperating study commissions 
that decide, by a majority vote of 
each board, to present a con­
solidation plan to their respective 
voters must issue a single alternative 
government recommendation and 
must include the charter form of 
government as one of the sub-op­
tions.
To be accepted, the consolidation 
proposal must be approved by a ma­
jority of the voters in each of the 
local units affected.
City-county consolidation can be 
proposed by the county and any one 
or more of the municipalities with­
in its boundaries. If other 
municipalities within the county 
don’t want to join in the con­
solidation plan, they are free to 
retain their autonomy.
Federation
A federation can be formed between 
a county and one or more of the in­
corporated governments within its 
boundaries As in a proposal for
consolidation, the federation must 
be approved by a majority of the 
members of each study commission 
involved. Then it must be approved 
by a majority of the voters in each of 
the units involved.
Like the federal system of the United 
States, in a federation of a county 
and any number of the cities and 
towns within its boundaries, each of 
the units would maintain its own 
legislative and executive bodies. 
However, the division of services 
between the county and the cities 
and towns in the federation would 
be carefully delineated.
The county might be called upon 
to provide street and road 
maintenance for all members of the 
federation while the cities and towns 
kept sewage disposal operations of 
their own.
The proposed legislation is unclear 
as to the county’s role in the 
federation. The proposal states that 
the counties must continue to have a 
separate legislative body, but coun­
ties currently have no legislative 
power.
But James Lopach, director of 
research and publications for the 
University of Montana Bureau of 
Government Research, said that the 
intent of the proposed local 
government codes is that the coun­
ties will be given legislative powers 
under any of the alternate govern­
ment forms.
The federated form of government 
must use the charter form of 
government to define its structure.
Disincorporation
The CLG explained that “The ques­
tion of disincorporation of a city or 
town may be submitted to the elec­
tors as the alternative to retaining 
the present form of government. If 
the electors vote for d is in ­
corporation, the county assumes 
responsibility for providing services 
within the former incorporated 
area.”
If the voters of a city or town decide 
to disincorporate, the county is re­
quired to assume the assets of the 
municipality involved, to provide for 
the retirement of the unit’s bond 
indebtedness, to establish service 
districts, and to set up a taxation 
system for the area.
Transfer of services 
Even if counties, towns and cities 
decide to keep their separate iden­
tities, they may find that the services 
that they provide could be made 
more efficient or economical if 
another unit were to take them over 
or if two or more similar service 
departments were combined.
A proposal to combine or transfer 
services must include a detailed 
plan for the transfer of physical 
resources, the treatment of em­
ployes and the legal and financial 
procedures necessary for the 
transfer.
The proposals for the transfer or 
consolidation of services are to be 
submitted in addition to the 
proposed alternative government 
form. They are accepted or rejected 
independently of the alternative 
government plan.
The last of the three bills proposed 
by the Commission on Local 
Government deals with the possible 
adoption of self-governing powers 
by local'government units.
This bill, if enacted, would give local 
governments a chance to exercise a 
large degree of control in their 
operation for the first time in Mon­
tana's history.
Self-governing powers are ex­
plained by the CLG as follows:
“All units of local government will 
continue to have only granted or 
“general powers” unless they write 
and adopt a charter or adopt self- 
government powers as part of 
an alternative form of local 
government. Self-government units 
will have all powers not prohibited 
by the constitution, state law or 
charter. The state law proposed by 
this report in Chapter IV to deny 
certain powers to local governments 
places minimal restrictions on self- 
government powers. Self-govern­
ment units will have the authority to 
levy any tax except an income or 
general sales tax.
“Self-governmeht units will have the 
freedom to determine their own 
internal structure includ ing 
departments, boards, bureaus and 
commissions and to determine the 
type, level and method of providing 
services such as roads, health 
services, fire and police protection,
The University of Montana is facing 
a utility cost crisis, Jim Gordon, UM 
Physical Plant engineer said 
yesterday.
Gordon said the price of natural gas 
from Montana Power Company has 
risen 62 per cent since September of 
last year.
UM has a fixed fiscal-year budget 
for utilities, Gordon said.- The 
natural gas rate increases were not 
foreseen when the original budget 
was adopted.
“ In addition to the natural gas prices 
that have risen from 46 cents per 
MCF (1,000 cubic feet) from July of 
1973 to 75 cents per MCF today, we 
may also face an increase in elec­
trical rates,” Gordon said. “ I believe 
we can look for an electric rate in­
crease after the legislature.”
libraries, parks, water and sewer 
service, and solid waste disposal.
“Self-government units will continue 
to provide certain services as agents 
of the state, subject to state law and 
state supervision, such as con­
ducting elections, recording land 
titles and water rights, recording 
vital statistics, and collecting certain 
state taxes and fees.
"Self-government units will be com­
pletely prohibited from exercising 
certain powers such as regulating 
contracts, real estate, probate and 
family law. In other areas subject to 
state licensing and regulation, local 
governments will be able to exercise 
concurrent powers with the state if 
local standards are as stringent as 
state standards. For example, local 
air and water standards could ex­
ceed state standards.”
Further in form ation on local 
government review may be obtained 
from the Bureau of Government 
Research, James Lopach, Director 
of Research and Publicity, 
University of Montana 59801, phone 
243-2461; or the State Commission 
on Local Government, State Capitol 
Building, Helena 59601, phone 449- 
2814.
UM consumer 316,114 MCF of 
natural gas in fsical year 1973-74 in 
the heating plant, Gordon said. The 
total gas bill that fiscal year was 
$160,083.72, he said.
Gordon said physical plant 
personnel have not met with UM ad­
ministration as yet to discuss the 
problem and seek solutions.
“We are waiting to see if the second 
rate hike is granted bringing the cost 
of natural gas up to $1 per MCF,” 
Gordon said. “ If and when that in­
crease is granted we will have some 
real black and white figures for com­
parison and budget planning.”
The University of Montana Raquet- 
ball Association will have a meeting 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 205 of the 
field house.
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Student file law in
CPS
As the date nears when students will 
be allowed to see their confidential 
school records under a new federal 
law, educational organizations 
around the country are attempting 
an 11th hour stay of implementation.
The most recent attempt is an 
appeal by college and university ad­
ministrators urging Congress to 
delay implementing the law for one 
year while they establish procedures 
for handling student requests.
When Congress reconvenes on 
November 18, it will have one day in 
which to amend the law, which was 
signed by President Ford, before it 
goes into effect on November 19.
Barring a dramatic reversal or delay 
of the bill on November 19, which 
seems unlikely, schools of higher 
education will technically have to 
begin processing student requests 
to examine their files. However, 
because schools have 45 days in 
which to respond to such a request 
there is a good chance that a change 
in the law will occur during that 
time.
Sen. James Buckley, Conservative- 
N.Y., who first introduced the private 
records disclosure bill, plans on the 
18th or 19th of November to in­
troduce amendments to clarify parts 
of the bill that are causing ad­
ministrators the most worries.
Buckley’s amendment will seek to 
exempt from “full disclosure” con­
fidential materials that went into the 
record earlier than 30 days after the 
enactment of the law (August 21, 
1974). A legislative aide to the 
senator said the amendment, a res­
ponse to pressure from higher 
education circles, would also 
provide a means for a student to 
"waive his right of access to specific 
statements," like letters of recom­
mendation.
Educators fear that without such a 
clause the privacy of those who 
write letters of recommendation 
would be violated and that in the 
future such letters would be difficult 
to obtain.
Administrators feel the bill contains 
several ambiguities including:
• Which records are included in the
limbo
right of access provisions? Does this 
refer to psychiatric records and 
parent financial statements?
•  Does the law apply to former 
students as well as current stu­
dents?
•  What records can a student 
challenge in his file?
Because of these unanswered 
problems, educators say failure to 
postpone the bill’s enforcement may 
create chaos for school ad­
m inistrators. The O ffice of 
Education which is in charge of is­
suing regulations says that 
guidelines won't be established 
before next spring.
A spokesman for Sen. Buckley ad­
mitted that “there have been one or 
two legitimate questions raised . . . 
a b o u t  o v e r s i g h t s  in t he  
amendment;” but he criticized 
attempts to “delay” implementation 
of the law as "unreasonable, unjus­
tified."
Failure of a school to comply with 
the new law could mean a cut off of 
federal aid.
Opinions regarding file law mixed
JO f l l ’ T lS 10 o s tn s io  31 9Xl
By Marla Lupo 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
A new federal law which will allow 
University of Montana students 
access to all of their school records 
will go into effect Nov. 19.
Under this law, all student records 
previously held as confidential will 
be available up to students.
Educational organizations around 
the country, including the American 
Association of Universities and the 
American Council on Education, are 
trying to pass an amendment which 
would clarify parts of the law.
Barry Hjort, staff counsel to the 
Commissioner of Higher Education 
in Montana, called the law am­
biguous.
No computer 
registration 
for University
The possibility of computerized 
registration is “not too likely” ac­
cording to Leonard Lewis, assistant 
director of the Computer Center.
If computerized registration was 
ever put into use the computer 
center would have to add more 
terminals and memory discs, ac­
cording to Lewis, and the lines at 
each terminal would produce a 
"drastic slowdown” in registration.
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Hjort-said that if a student wished to 
take the institution to court for not 
allowing him access to his files, the 
student would probably have to pay 
the court costs.
Allowing students to read con­
fidential letters of recommendation 
is an invasion of privacy of the 
person who wrote the letter, Hjort 
said. A personal recommendation is 
not likely to be candid if the writer 
knows it can be read by the subject, 
he added.
Philip Bain, University of Montana 
director of the Office of Admissions 
and Records, said the institutions 
could be on “shaky legal ground” if 
students were allowed to look at 
confidential material.
Bain said the policy of his office has 
always been to allow students to 
look at their own records.
Fred Weldon, Director of the Center 
for Student Development, said this
bill would have little effect on his of­
fice because their policy has been 
“for the student, not about the 
student.”
Weldon said that each student is 
given a copy of the recommen­
dations he or she receives as a 
matter of policy. ,
Don Mullen, Director of Financial 
Aids, said his office also holds an 
open file policy.
Mullen said that students have 
always been allowed to look at files 
of their parents’ confidential finan­
cial statement.
The material open to student 
inspection by this law includes 
everything in his or her record.
The law further forbids third parties, 
including most federal agencies, 
access to student records, unless 
the student has given written 
permission.
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TWO TAPEPUNCH-KEYBOARDS retired from use at The Missoulian were 
donated to the Montana Kaimin by the newspaper Wednesday. The 
keyboards may be used to establish a portable data-transmission link 
between Kaimin offices and its correspondents, Kaimin editor Carey 
Matovich Yunker (pictured above) said. Donation of the machines was 
arranged by Missoulian Publisher John Talbot and Yunker last summer and 
approved by Lee Enterprises, which owns the Missoulian, recently. (Mon­
tana Kaimin photo by Tom Levno)
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Ovaltine not acid,Customs Service finds
Reprinted from the (Denver)
Rocky Mountain News
Two weeks ago, Boulder resident 
Jim Sharp won his airplane back 
from the U.S. Customs Service in 
Great Falls. Now he is fighting for 
custody of his Ovaltine.
Ovaltine is a breakfast drink. It is not 
purple, it is not an illegal drug and it 
certainly is not LSD. Sharp, a 29- 
year-old commercial pilot and 
freelance photographer, wants to 
make sure Ovaltine is never again 
mistaken for LSD.
At least in Great Falls.
Sharp's single-engine Cessna 180 
was impounded at Great Falls 
International Airport Oct. 4 because 
special agents of the U.S. Customs 
Service and the U.S. Drug En­
forcement Administration (DEA) 
searched it and mistook a jar of 
Ovaltine for a jar of LSD.
"Don't laugh,” Sharp said Saturday 
during an interview at the Boulder 
Airport. "It could happen to you.”
If it does, he said, you can expect to 
have your airplane impounded for 
two weeks—until chemical tests can 
confirm that it is Ovaltine—and you 
can expect no advice on what to do 
in the meantime. Flying back to 
Denver with his dog Reddy and then 
returning to pick up his plane nine 
days ago . . .  when it was released, 
cost Sharp more than $200.
In addition, he was charged $3.50 a 
day for letting the federal 
government keep his plane in 
storage.
The Ovaltine was worth at least 
$1.08.
The district director of the U.S. Cus­
toms Service in Great Falls, Richard 
Short, offered numerous excuses for 
what happened to Sharp, but he did 
not dispute Sharp’s version of the 
episode.
He was returning to Boulder from 
Alaska and Canada’s Yukon 
Territory, where he was helping 
German filmmaker Martin Schlies- 
sler produce an outdoors film. When 
he landed at Great Falls, four cus­
toms or drug agents met him. They 
included DEA special agent Don 
Friend and customs special agent 
Richard Smith.
Short claimed they had advance in­
formation that Sharp was carrying 
drugs across the border, but the 
customs director would not reveal 
the source of his information.
Four agents began to search Sharp's 
equipment-laden airplane, which 
contained camping supplies and 
about $5,000 worth of camera gear, 
among other things. "During the 
search I attempted to photograph 
what they were doing,” Sharp said. 
“Special agent Friend seized my 
camera, saying, ‘Nobody takes my 
picture.' ”
Then, according to Sharp, the 
narcotics agent exposed the film, 
ruining it. Soon after, Sharp said, all 
of his equipment was in a heap 
beside the airplane, “and it was ob­
viously going to be up to me to put it 
ail back in.”
But then Friend came across the jar 
of Ovaltine.
“ He removed it from the aircraft,” 
said Sharp, “and poured the sus­
picious substance into the palm of
his t>and, and murmured, ‘Hmm . . . 
Crystals.' ”
Sharp and Friend entered a customs 
building, where a simple chemical 
test was done to determine if the jar 
contained LSD. If when a certain 
chemical was added to the crystals 
they turned purple, it was supposed 
to be LSD.
"He asked me what color I thought it 
was,” Sharp said. “ I told him it was 
brown. Ovaltine is brown.”
But Friend thought it was purple.
"That bottle is full of LSD," Friend 
was quoted as saying.
Sharp was taken to downtown Great 
Falls, where he was fingerprinted 
and quizzed. "They kept calling the 
U.S. attorney in Helena to make sure 
they were doing everything right,” 
he said.
“ If I could describe their attitude 
during this, it was one of triumph. 
They thought they had caught a 
drug smuggler. I said, ‘Look, this is 
going to make a fool out of you. 
That’s Ovaltine.’ ”
Sharp said they dared him to drink 
some of the substance to prove it 
was not LSD.
“ I refused,” he said. “ I just decided 
to let the record play itself out. If a 
man is going to make a fool of 
himself like that. I’m not going to 
stop him.”
Customs director Short said later 
that if Sharp had sampled the 
Ovaltine “he most certainly would 
have been allowed to leave with no 
further questions.”
“When they took me back to the
airport, that’s when they first told me 
they were seizing my airplane,” 
Sharp said. “ I got a receipt for that 
but they weren’t going to give me a 
receipt for the Ovaltine.
“Agent Friend had the Ovaltine and 
he was somewhere else. They said 
they couldn't give me a receipt 
because Friend had the Ovaltine in 
his possession. So they called and 
left a message with his answering 
service for him to come back to the 
airport.”
According to Sharp, Friend arrived 
shortly afterward and a new receipt 
was made for the airplane and for 
“ Plastic con ta iner—contain ing 
substance which fie ld  tested 
positive LSD. Gross weight of con­
tainer was approximately 341 
grams.”
At the airport, Friend photographed 
Sharp as Sharp held a number in 
front of himself.
“ I didn’t reach out and take agent 
Friend’s camera from him and open 
it up and expose the film,” Sharp 
said. “That would have been 
illegal."
After more than six hours at the 
airport. Sharp was released with the 
warning that an arrest warrant 
would be issued if the Ovaltine 
"proved positive." He and his six- 
month-old Weimaraner Reddy 
caught a commerical plane home to 
Boulder the next day.
On Oct. 18, Sharp got a letter from 
the Customs Service saying the 
DEA, after more thorough testing, 
had determined that the Ovaltine 
“was not a controlled substance.” 
He could come up to get his plane 
anytime.
"Storage charges will be due at a 
rate of $3.50 per day from October 4, 
1974 until you take possession,” the 
letter said.
Short said Saturday that the episode 
“was a mistake in one way and not 
another.” The LSD test that was run 
on the Ovaltine “ is not a 100 per cent 
positive thing,” he said. “That’s why 
we sent it on to a lab for further tes­
ting.
“Whenever we find suspected drugs 
in a vehicle,”  the Customs director 
said, "we confiscate the vehicle. We 
agree it was an inconvenience but 
we had a definite suspicion. 
Remember, he refused to taste the 
substance. That’s not exactly being. 
cooperative. He could have cleared 
himself if he had tasted it.”
The suspicion was compounded 
because of “advance information” 
that Sharp was coming across with 
drugs. While Short would not 
elaborate, Sharp said he previously 
had been friendly with a drug 
smuggler. He said he had never 
been convicted of a crime.
“They have my name in a computer 
somewhere,” Sharp said. “ I’ve com­
plained that it isn't justified. I’ve 
talked to Sen. (Peter) Dominick and 
he wrote a letter for me.”
Short said there was no way the 
Customs Service could reimburse 
Sharp for the inconvenience.
Sharp said he and his attorney. Bob 
Miller, will sue, first to get his 
Ovaltine back (he still has the 
receipt). The he will try to win some 
damages for the general in­
convenience, he said.
Student
By Doug Hampton 
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
(related story on page 7)
The Associated Students’ Store net 
income was $18,540 for fiscal year 
1973-74, an increase of $6,678 over 
the previous year.
Those figures were published in the 
store's annual financial statement 
distributed at the Store Board’s first 
meeting of Fall Quarter Wednesday.
The net income is the sum of the 
store's operating income, calculator 
and typew riter rentals and 
investments. The operating income 
is the total sales minus operating ex­
penses for salaries, rent, depreci­
ation, etc.
Money from investments in 
certificates of deposit and from the 
rental of calculators constituted the 
most significant increase in income 
for fiscal 1973-74. The store did not 
purchase certificates of deposit or 
rent _ out calculators in previous 
years.
the
GOOD FOOD STORE
Now Open at Our New 
Location at 
118 W. Main
•  Bee Pollen
• Spanish Saffron
• Hand Flour Mills
•  Vanilla Beans
• Fruit Juices
• Kelp Powder
• Selection of 
Granola and 
Granola Ingredic
Reasonable Prices
Free Iced Tea & Coffee 
118 W. Main 
728-5823 
Mon.-Sat. 
9:30-5:30
store profits increase $6,678
Income from investments and ren­
tals totalled $6,164 for fiscal year 
1973-74. Similar income totalled 
only $231 the year before.
Larry Hansen, manager of the store, 
said that revenues from book sales 
are used to buy 90-day certificates 
of deposit at the beginning of each 
quarter. The certificates are cashed 
in at the end of the quarter when the 
money is used to buy books, he said.
The certificates return from 5 to 6 
per cent interest annually, Hansen 
said. The store did not buy the 
certificates •  in previous years 
because of an “oversight,” he said.
Hansen said that a $50,000 certifi­
cate. of deposit would be bought 
from the Fall Quarter book sales 
revenue.
The Store Board also heard a report 
from Hansen about ways to reduce 
the cost of the store’s operation.
To cut operating costs, the report 
suggested the elimination of check 
cashing services, or charging for 
checks cashed. The board decided 
that the check cashing service 
should not be eliminated, but that 
other organizations should share 
the cost.
Elimination of Saturday hours and a 
service charge of 50 cents on all
W H Y '
C O M M IT  
YOURSELF TO  1HE 
P R IE S TH O O D ?
Why be a priest? Certainly, in times as difficult as these 
we live in. being a priest is a lot harder today than it was in 
years past.
And committing oneself to anything for any amount of 
time seems to be one of the conflicts of our modern age. But 
the priesthood is a challenge. A big one.
Today, more than ever before in history, men and women, 
young and old, are searching for religious meaning, for 
withdrawal from isolation and alienation to joyful community 
experiences, for Good News in the midst of discouragement 
and hope in the place of pessimism.
The Paulists are trying to minister to these needs. As a 
contemporary religious community serving the American 
people, our mission is to communicate the love of Christ 
to people.
Every Paulist is a missionary: in the pulpit or the parish 
house . . .  on campus or in the inner-city . with the spoken 
or the printed word . . he is communicating to people. His 
mission is to all of America. His message is love; the love of 
Christ for all people.
It isn’t easy but the Paulist welcomes commitment. 
Welcomes the challenge. If you are interested in the Paulist 
way of life, send for the Paulist Papers.
Write to: Father Don C. Campbell, Room 101
B4ULIST
F41HERS
415 WEST S9TH ST..NEW Y0RK.N.V.10019
special order books were also men­
tioned in the report.
Hansen said that he is wary about 
reducing costs in this way, but felt 
that these possibilities should be 
investigated.
In other business, Hansen said that 
he does not view Missoula’s new 
anti-pornography as a problem for 
the store. He said the ordinance may 
never go into effect, because of a 
recent petition opposing the or­
dinance.
The Store Board is composed of five 
faculty members and five students. 
The faculty members are appointed 
by the Faculty Senate’s Budget and 
Policy Committee to two-year terms.
Faculty members are Spencer 
Manlove, associate professor of 
computer science; Doug Mills, 
director of technical services at the 
library; Tom Whiddon, assistant 
professor of health, physical 
education and recreation; Maxine 
Blackmer, assistant professor of art, 
and' Audrey Peterson, assistant 
professor of home economics.
Student members are Dave Gorton, 
a second year law student; Mike 
Gauthier, senior in business ad­
ministration; Dave Watson, senior in 
speech; Bill Dakin, graduate student 
in anthropology, and Chris Imhoff, 
graduate student in philosophy.
Holiday gift certificates arc now available.
H a u s S a lzb u rg
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Advent Calendars
. . . every day brings 
a delightful surprise of 
pictures, trinkets 
or candy.
From 40  ̂ to 5 
complete with
Campus bookstores are in financial bind
Reprinted from The 
Chronicle of Higher Education 
(related story on page 6)
The campus bookstore, often a 
target of student and faculty 
criticism, has become a source of 
growing concern to both book 
publishers and college adminis­
trators.
In the economic hard times that 
have hit publishers and academic 
institutions alike, making the 
bookstores financially viable and ef­
ficient has become a major objec­
tive.
Yet evidence indicates that many 
stores enjoy neither financial 
stability nor widespread popularity 
on their campuses.
• A survey of 44 stores by the 
National Association of College 
Stores found that 10, or 23 percent, 
had run up operating losses in 1972- 
73. Officials of the association said 
that the proportion of stores operat­
ing at a loss probably was about the 
same among the 2,200 members of 
the association as among the 44 in 
the survey.
• A survey conducted for the As­
sociation of American Publishers 
found that only 47 per cent of the 
faculty members and 47 per cent of 
the students interviewed thought 
their college-sponsored stores were 
doing a good job.
• The College and University 
Personnel Association has reported 
that salaries of bookstore managers 
are the lowest of any group of ad­
ministrators. They averaged $10,808 
in 1973-74, or $2,880 below the 
average salary of the next lowest 
group, directors of student financial 
aid.
As a result of such data, the As­
sociation of American Publishers 
has put together a “troupe" of ex­
ecutives from publishing firms who 
are traveling this m pn th to reg  i o n a I., 
meetings of bookstore managers to 
preach the gospel of better man­
agement.
Some colleges and universities have 
decided to get out of the book 
business altogether and have leased 
the stores to private companies. 
Russell Reynolds, general manager 
of the association of college stores, 
says the number of privately 
operated stores has risen from 
about 500 to about 600 in the last 
several years. About 200 of the 600 
private stores are operated under a 
leasing arrangement.
Originally, many campus book­
stores were simply “ book rooms" 
that were opened at the beginning of 
each semester to sell textbooks to 
students.
Since World War II, however, more 
and more stores have added trade 
books and a wide variety of other 
items—from razor blades and
toothpaste to sweat shirts and 
coffee mugs.
For most, however, textbooks still 
constitute the most important part of 
their business and a major source of 
their problems.
Usually, the bookstore manager 
learns from faculty members what 
books they have adopted for their 
courses and how many students are 
expected to need them. Then he 
checks how many copies of each 
book he has in stock and how many 
used copies are available. He orders 
the rest from the publishers.
Discount Called Insufficient 
The publishers provide textbooks at 
a discount of 20 per cent off the list 
price. The bookstore pays the 
freight charges.
Bookstore managers now say they 
can no longer make a profit on text­
books they buy at a 20-per-cent dis­
count.
They have been pressing, with little 
success, for increases in the dis­
counts. Publishers argue that they 
cannot increase discounts without 
further raising the list prices of text­
books, which already are soaring.
Unsold textbooks pose problems for 
both stores and publishers. 
Publishers generally agree to accept 
"returns" of unsold books. They 
refund the cost to the stores, usually 
in the form of credit on future 
orders. The bookstores, however, 
pay the cost of shipping back the 
unsold books.
Neither publishers nor stores like 
returns, since both lose money on 
them. The publishers argue, 
however, that if bookstores were 
better managed, they could cut the 
number significantly.
Low Salaries a Problem 
In fact, the Association of American 
Publishers argues that better 
management can'solve most of the 
problems of the college stores.
In a report for college ad­
ministrators, the association cites 
low salaries as the chief problem. 
Bright young people are "lost” to the 
field because they cannot earn satis­
factory incomes, the report says.
“One result is that there is a dearth 
of capable, qualified college-store 
merchandisers to fill vacancies in
the field; many are filled with inex­
perienced people. . .
Some college-store managers agree 
that poor management is the source 
of most problems.
William K. Marshall, manager of the 
Oakland University Book Center, 
one of the stores often cited as most 
successful, says that the problem is 
especially serious in the managing 
of “trade books,” a term that usually 
covers all books except texts.
Trade books, he noted, are available 
for discounts of about 40 per cent 
from publishers. Selling them, 
however, requires greater energy 
and imagination than selling text­
books, since, unlike the latter, they 
have no “captive market.”
“Most college stores are managed 
by people who come out of the text-, 
book business,” Marshall says. “ It 
doesn't take much imagination to 
sell textbooks.”
If a store fails to sell the trade books 
it has ordered, it ends up with a large 
inventory for which it has paid but 
earned no money, he notes. Thus, 
some managers are wary of going 
heavily into trade-book sales.
Marshall says bookstore managers 
should spend a great deal of time 
with both students and faculty 
members to keep abreast of their 
interests and to identify the kinds of 
books they are likely to buy.
Too often, he said, they find it easier 
to concentrate on selling items other 
than books—an activity that re­
quires less sensitivity to student and 
faculty interests.
‘A Beautiful Market’
Yet, he adds, “they have to be con­
vinced there is a beautiful market on 
any college campus for trade 
books.”
Bpth publishers and managers say, 
however, that rising costs and poor 
management are not the only 
problems affecting profits in the 
bookstore.
Shoplifting and pilferage, referred to 
euphemistically as "shrinkage," ac­
count for serious losses at most 
stores. At New York University, for 
instance, six campus stores lost 
$131,000 in one year from “shrin­
kage.”
Since then, the university has 
installed mirrors, hired plainclothes
8-BALLERS
UC BILLIARDS TO URNEY  
Nov. 3, Sunday, 7 P.M. 
Prizes:
18 CASES OF BEER
detective, and significantly re­
duced the problem.
Even so, at NYU and many other 
stores, losses still amount to at least 
2 per cent of the stores’ annual 
sales.
In the meantime, both publishers 
and universities are considering new 
arrangements to ease the problems 
of bookstores.
Some publishers have proposed the 
concept of “net pricing," or drop­
ping the suggested retail price, and 
scrapping the discount on textbooks 
entirely. The publishers would sell 
the books to the stores at a set price, 
and the stores would sell them to 
students at whatever price the 
market would bear.
Bookstores, however, generally 
have opposed net pricing. They fear 
it could lead to massive discounting 
of popular textbooks and the virtual 
disappearance of those with a small 
market.
‘Leasing Arrangements’
Some colleges have gone to “ leas­
ing arrangements,” under which 
they sign a contract with a private 
company to run the campus store. 
The private company generally 
rents space from the college, and 
agrees to pay the institution a fixed
percentage, usually 4 or 5 per cent, 
of the return from the operation.
Opinions differ on the success of 
such operations. Publishers have 
generally been suspicious, since 
many of the leasers operate used- 
book warehouses as well, and the 
availability of used books poses a 
threat to the market for new books.
Yet a number of institutions find the 
idea of turning the operation over to 
an outside firm attractive. Mankato 
State College, Cleveland State 
University, and Adelphi University 
have all recently gone to the leased- 
store arrangement.
Some critics argue that the leasing 
arrangements lead to a kind of 
“ profit-orientation” that will reduce 
the educational value of the college 
store.
Nonetheless, Reynolds of the 
college stores association notes, a 
college or university must decide 
what it wants the bookstore to be 
before deciding how best to operate 
it.
"If you believe the bookstore should 
be an educational service to the 
campus, then there is no reason why 
you shouldn't subsidize it, the same 
way you subsidize the library," he 
says.
Get Your Beer,
Ice, and Mixes
for the Bobcat-Grizzly Game
AT
OLSON’S GROCERY
2105 S. Higgins
Lucky D raft is o n ly  $1 .25  a S ix -P a ck
WE MEET OUR COMPETITION HEAP TO HEAD
AND COME OUT BEST IN QUALITY AND PRICE
Enjoy many nights out — starting TONIGHT at i
122 DOUBLE FRONT CAFE
W. Alder 543-6264
the
GREASE
MR.’S &  MS.’S
THIS YEAR SAVE MONEY 
/1  MAINTAIN YOUR
c a r  y o u r s e l v e s
f j 7  —Rent A Maintenance Bay For Only 
'mtP | $3.50 An Hour. No Minimum Charge. 
f  Rated By Tenths Of An Hour, 
j  C j l  — —Our Attendant Will Instruct You In
Lube And Oil Change For $1.00 Extra. 
<5w» —Basic Equipment Available. Specialized 
Tools For Rent.
MONKEY
• Hoists
• Tools
• Lube Equipment
• Oil
• Filters
• Solvent Tanks
• Tune Up Kits
• Tach & Dwell
• Timing Lights
• Spark Plug Cleaning Machines
• Wheel Bearing Packing Machines
• Motor Manuals
3848 BROOKS * * ★  HWY 93 JUST SOUTH OF K-MART 
728-0301 OPEN 8:00 AM TO 11:00 PM
i i i
AND THE FAMILY STONE 
Saturday, November 2
(After the Bobcat-Grizzly Game)
Also: Moondog Muledeer Medicine Show
Tickets at: Team Electronics 
$4.50 UM Students $5.50 General Missoula Mercantile
$5.50/$6.50 Day of Show UC Ticket Office
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS were treated to a shower of candy thrown by Minnie Mouse and Gypsle Rose Lee from a 
Knowles Hall balcony yesterday. Mouse and Lee were a preview of things to come. Various other odd costumed 
characters were seen lurking about the campus during Halloween night. It is not known whether Minnie is any 
relation to the Mickey Mouse presently registered at the UM as a drama maior. (Montana Kaimin photo by Tom Lev- 
no)
Murphy explains building fee use
Student building fees are normally 
used for paying the interest and 
principle on bonds and financing 
small building projects up to 
$25,000, Cal Murphy, University of 
Montana business manager, said 
yesterday.
Murphy also said that building fees 
are occasionally used to pay for 
“needs of the institution that the 
state legislature does not finance.”
In the fiscal year ending last July 1, 
more than $45,000 in student build­
ing fees were used to pay for the 
defense of five UM officials in the 
work-study trial, Murphy said last 
week.
The five were accused of diverting 
funds intended for work-study jobs 
to the athletic department. Jack 
Swarthout, UM athletic director and 
head football coach and Bill Bet- 
cher, assistant football coach were 
acquitted.
Charges against George Mitchell, 
administrative vice president," Jack 
Elway, former assistant football 
coach and Earl Martell, field house 
director were dropped.
Murphy said a large renovation pro­
ject, such as the proposal to 
remodel the old Men’s Gym, would 
not be financed by the student 
building monies.
Projects that cost more than $25,000 
have to be referred by the Campus 
Development Comnjittee (CDC) to 
the administration. The CDC would 
then review the proposal and, if ap­
proved, send it to the Board of 
Regents and the state legislature, 
Murphy said.
The renovation of the Men's Gym 
into an over-all recreation facility 
has been under consideration by the 
• CDC since March 25.
However, Dimitri Janetos, director 
of campus recreation, said that no 
further correspondence concerning 
the matter had been exchanged.
Hansen’s
get a
W itch ’s Tw ist 
&
Pum pkin  Pie
Ice Cream Cone 
519 S. Higgins
The original proposal, which was 
unanimously accepted and ap­
proved by the Campus Recreation 
and Sports Committee (CRSC), 
urged immediate renovation.
If any more time elapses, the 
proposal stated, the facility cobld 
degenerate into “nothing morp than 
an empty storage bin.”
The CRSC proposed that the entire 
renovation would cost $130,000 to 
$150,000.
Harry Fritz, chairman of the CDC, 
said he thought the financing of the 
renovation would have to be passed 
by the state legislature, and that 
student building fees would not be 
used because of the high cost.
AP in brief______
A new analysis of campaign spending shows that special interest groups 
have donated $8.5 million to candidates for the Senate and House so far this 
year. The analysis, conducted by Common Cause, shows the American 
Medical Association topping the list with more than $1 million.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger has offered Pakistan 100,000 tons of 
wheat but, keeping his promise to India, no lethal weapons.
President Gerald Ford told farmers and livestock growers yesterday that he 
will not let foreign imports add to the "financial wringer they are being put 
through.” Ford said he would impose import quotas if necessary.
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Monday Night Football Special 
7-10 PM $1.00 Pitchers
Tuesday Night
Spaghetti — $1.75 for all you can eat 
I $1.25 for a bunch
Wednesday Night 
“ Pie on the Fly” Club 
Purchase the shirt for $5.00 
Get $1.00 pitchers of beer 
on Wednesdays when you 
wear the shirt.
Thursday Night 
Family Night—
I $1.00 off on our Special Large Pizza
Friday Night 
Little Big Bull Session—
$1.00 Pitchers 4-6 PM
Paxson and Highway 93 South 
I_______________________________________________
goings on
•  International folk dancing tonight 
from 7:30 to 11 at Paxson School on 
Higgins Avenue four blocks south of 
University Avenue. Teaching 7:30 
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., request dancing 
8:30 p.m. to 11 p.m. No charge.
•  Warm Springs Visitation, 9 a.m. 
tomorrow, The Ark. Transportation 
cost: 75 cents.
•  Free seminar: How to Make 
Buckskin, 10 a.m. tomorrow, Fred­
dy’s Feed and Read, 1221 Helen. 
Call 728-9964 for more information.
•  Women's backpack group, 7:30 
p.m. tomorrow, Womens Resource 
Center in the University Center. 
Planning fall and winter activities.
•  Sunday night supper and dis­
cussion, 5:30 at the Ark, 538 
University. Topic: Exorcism and the 
Occult with John Turner, professor 
of religious studies. Cost: 50 cents.
•  Discussion on “Possessions, 
Demonology and The Exorcist" with
Charles Katz, 6:15 p.m. Sunday, 
following a 50-cent dinner at 5:30 
p.m., Wesley House, 1327 Arthur.
•  Presentation on computer uses in 
space technology, 4 p.m. Monday, in 
Liberal Arts 103. Speaker: Captain 
Mike Ferrara of the Space and Mis­
sile Systems Organization. Follow­
ing the presentation will be a dis­
cussion on career opportunities for 
computer science majors.
•  Campus Bible Fellowship offers 
basic Bible study at 7 p.m. Monday, 
216-A Craighead Apts. Call 728- 
9394 for more information.
•  UM Racquetball Association 
(UMRA), 7 p.m. Tuesday, field 
house 205. Will discuss racquetball 
tournament and club activities.
•  Baha’i fireside discussion, 8 p.m. 
Tuesday, 6231/2 South Third West. 
Open to anyone interested in know­
ing about the Baha’i teachings. Call 
549-2568 for more information.
2 students are needed 
for Traffic Board work
Two students are needed to fill 
positions as alternate represen­
tatives on the University Traffic 
Board, ASUM president Tom 
Stockburger said Tuesday.
Stockburger said he would like to 
see the positions filled within two 
weeks, but that no students had ap­
plied for the position which have 
been vacant since last spring.
The board, which hears appeals 
concerning traffic violations, meets 
Tuesdays at 3 p.m. in the Montana 
Rooms of the UC. The board held its 
first hearing of the year on Tuesday.
An alternate Traffic Board member
sits in at the meetings when a 
regular member is unable to attend. 
University of Montana faculty, staff 
and students are each represented 
by one Traffic Board member and 
two alternates.
Stockburger said he chooses the 
student applicants, who must then 
be approved by Central Board and 
o ff ic ia lly  appointed by the 
University president.
Board members are William Patton, 
associate professor of business 
education and office administration, 
Business Office employe Mary Ann 
Granger and Mike Burr, sophomore 
in pre-business administration.
Compact
Simple to operate/built-in features
0  H ITA C H I
3-Way AC /Battery 
Portable Tape Recorder
MODEL TRQ-10
A superb combination of compact de­
sign and simple-to-operate features. All 
solid state. Cassette eject and pause 
buttons. Built-in sensimatic condenser 
microphone. Recording/Battery Level 
meter. 3-digit tape counter. Powerful 
front speaker. Quick review and cue sys­
tem. Auto-Stop and Levelmatic. Comes 
with AC adaptor, earphone, cassette, 
dummy plug, batteries and carrying case.
$9995 Reg.
Special
$8995
ELECTRONIC PARTS CO.
1030 South Avenue West 
Across from the Fairgrounds
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Hamm’s
lets you choose your way to a
cleaner outdoors.
It’s up to you.
If you can’t find a good place to throw ring pulls 
away-use our cans with the No-Litter Lids. You 
just punch them open with an old fashioned 
opener. And no more tabs to throw away.
It’s Ham m ’s way of helping you keep  
* a cleaner outdoors.
9 (a m 0
.  But that’s just for openers. Inside every « — — - 
\ can of Hamm’s is the beer you’ve been ^
|  looking for.
With our IMo-Litter Lid 
no one has to pick up ring pulls.
Theodore Hamm Company. SI. Paul. Minn.. San Francisco
entertainment 
Tips meet rival tomorrow
By Tom Doherty 
Montana Kaimin Reporter
The University of Montana can stay 
in the conference race this weekend 
by defeating their traditional rival, 
the Montana State Bobcats.
The Grizzlies, probably the only 
team with a chance to keep Boise 
State away from the Big Sky cham­
pionship must stay on top of MSU or 
Boise will have a clear path to the 
title.
The University will rely on their 
defense to keep MSU quarterback 
Mike Dunbar and the league’s top 
runner Steve Kracher below their 
game average of 367.8 yards per 
game.
Head Coach Jack Swarthout said, 
"We will rely on our passing game to 
open up the MSU front line for a 
good ground attack.”
“The war will be won on the front 
line, they will have to open it up for a 
running game,” he said.
The UM will be at full strength this 
weekend following several key in­
juries last week at Portland State.
The UM mentor said the team will 
use quarterback Rock Svennungsen 
and halfback Wyatt McCraw as key 
personnel in the running attack. 
They have both been "saved” for this
game and should be in good con­
dition.
Swarthout said, "They think they 
can run against us but we feel we 
can contain them and force them to 
go to their passing game giving us a 
chance to use our top ranked pass 
defense. They are using Brian Flaig 
a lot, but we feel we can contain the 
entire passing game."
The UM defense will have middle 
line backer Ron Rosenburg and 
cornerback Sly Hardy along with top 
returned Greg Anderson at free 
safety.
The Grizzlies got off to a slow start 
this season by dropping their first 
three games including a close battle 
with Nevada at Las Vegas.
The Silvertips, now 3-3-1 for the 
season, will have to play a top game 
against .the 5-3-0 record of the Bob­
cats.
Fullback Bob Smith, who was in­
jured two weeks ago will be back in 
the lineup for Bozeman.
Smith said, "I think the offense will 
be the key because of the MSU 
defense. If we can move on them in 
the first series we can score first, 
and the first score is the one that will 
kill a good mental attitude.”
Earlier this week Eric Manegold,
offensive tackle, said if the team was 
strong and healthy this weekend 
there will be no doubt as to who will 
win.
Boise State, the conference leader, 
will host Weber State this weekend. 
A Boise defeat would give Montana 
a better chance for the title but it will 
all be decided when the Broncs in­
vade Grizzly territory Nov. 16.
The MSU defense will open the 
game with Les Leininger and Brad 
Daws at the end positions and Alan 
Ward and Dan Jondal on the inside 
tackle spots. Dusty Birkenbuel, Tim 
Nixon, Greg Maurer and Gary 
Wright make up the linebacking 
quartet with Bill Crowly, Mike Davis 
and Steve Dodds doing the deep 
defense.
Starters for the UM offense include 
linemen Randy Lynn, Bill Grigsby, 
Rich Border, Dan Sullivan and Erick 
Manegold.
Duane Walker and Greg Erickson 
will be running from the end 
positions while Wyatt McCraw and 
Del Spear will take the handoffs 
from Svennungsen along with Bob 
Smith at the fullback spot.
The front wall for the Grizzlies will 
be John Buxton, Larry Farnam, 
Greg Harris, Terry Flowers, and Bill 
Gulbranson. Directly behind them 
stopping the short passes and the 
long runs will be linebackers Ron 
Rosenburg and Chuck Nakoa. Tak­
ing the deep zone and turning the 
long gains inside will be safeties Sly 
Hardy, Mike Ladd, Greg Anderson 
and Greg Carter.
Cross country runners 
meet Cats for 5-m iler
Football rivalry 
has long history
Tomorrow's meeting of the Grizzlies and the Bobcats is the 74th 
meeting of the two antagonists in a rivalry that began 77 years ago.
Fred Smith, a chemistry professor, was the UM mentor at the time 
the Grizzlies (Bruins) defeated Montana State College 18 to 6.
The Grizzly nickname was not well-established at the time, Mon­
tana being referred to variously as the Bruins, the Bears, and the 
Grizzlies. Several other schools complained about confusion with 
the bear names. The University of California at Berkeley wanted 
the Bears, UCLA decided upon the Bruins, so the UM received the 
Grizzly nickname.
In 1904 the Grizzlies ran up the biggest score in their history 
against Montana State, winning by 79 to 0. In 1959, however, the 
Bobcats defeated the UM 6 to 40, the most points ever scored 
against the Grizzlies by their MSU rival.
The MSU rivalry has not produced the extremes in Grizzly history, 
however. In 1931, USC ran over the Grizzlies for their worst defeat 
ever, 69 to 0. However, in 1920 the UM defeated Mount Saint 
Charles, now Carroll College, 133 to 0.
Although the Grizzlies have had such victories they have never had 
a perfect season. They came close on several occasions; in 1909 
and 1914 the Silvertips won six and tied one and in 1937 the UM 
had seven wins and one defeat. In both 1969 and 1970 the Grizzlies 
had their first undefeated regular seasons but the Tips were 
defeated in post season games.
The Grizzlies have also had bad seasons. After a 0-10 season in 
1958, head coach Ray Jenkins surmised his hopes for the next year 
when he said, “We can’t help but improve in 1959—we only play 
nine games."
There were some years that the Grizzlies and Bobcats did not meet. 
In 1906 and 1907, the Bozeman school did not have a football team 
after a faculty decree abolishing football. In 1918, the MSU team 
caught the flu at a critical time and did not begin their season. Dur­
ing 1942 through 1945, neither school played football because of 
the war effort.
In 1929 student officials appointed the first woman cheerleader in 
the history of the University. The girl almost lost her position when 
she discovered after a game that she had forgotten to wear an im­
portant item of apparel—her underwear.
The Montana State Bobcats will be 
invading Grizzly territory at full 
strength this weekend.
Along with the Grizzly-Bobcat foot­
ball game, the University will host 
the MSU cross-country team at 11 
a.m. at Dornblaser Field.
Coach Harley Lewis said the 
University will not be running hard 
this weekend because he doesn't 
feel the Bobcats will be a threat.
“They (MSU) came to the meet we 
had with Washington State two 
weeks ago, but they did not enter as 
scorers. They just came to run 
against the UM team in simulated 
competition."
Lewis said he will be starting his 11 
varsity runners in the competition 
and will run three more unattached 
or entered as non-scorers.
Tomorrow’s race will be run over a 
five-mile course, which is the same 
length of the course to be used in 
the Big Sky championships to be 
held in Ogden, Utah Nov. 9. Most of 
Montana's 1974 races have been 
four miles in length.
“They have two runners who might 
be able to challenge our best 
runners, Stan Zezatarski and Tift) 
Boiahd," Lewis said.
“We will be starting Doug Darko, 
Steve Erhart and five others, but we 
won’t be running to challenge the 
record time. We want to keep away 
from injuries because of the Big Sky 
championship,”  Lewis said.
Hiking seminar
A seminar and slide show about Hik­
ing the Appalachian Trail will be 
given by Janet Medina Nov. 6 at 7 
p.m. in WC 215.
Medina, a junior in resource 
conservation, will speak on the 
values and history of the Ap­
palachian trail and the opportunities 
that are found there.
Medina hiked the first 400 miles of 
the Appalachian trail last spring.
The seminar is sponsored by Cam­
pus Recreation.
I Don't Know 
Tavern
Saturday  Specia l
Pregame Warm Up 
10 AM to 12 noon 
$1.00  P itcher  
Post Game Party 
4 to 6 80C P itch er
137 West Front
rSowmtar
MX35 “Pocket 
Memory”
B o w m a r  B r a i n .
8-digit hand-held 
electronic calculator 
- F O R -
$59«
Features:
• S°?Ve,nient "fits in y°ur pocket” design with self cover
•Extra large easy-to-read LED 8 digit display LIST PRICE
• S ,,e£ for automatic mark-ups and discounts $69 95
• Full floating decimal #
• Omni-Gonstant (the automatic constant with a brain)
• Memory plus, minus, clear, recall
•  M e m o r y  d i s p l a y  e x c h a n g e
• 3-way power
New, Fully-Guaranteed 
8-Track Tapes 
$2.99 or 4/$10.00
The
MEMORY BANK
I813 Hoiborn, Across From Holiday Village 
P.0. Box 1567. Phone 728-5780 
Missoula, Montana
"Calculators are. our Business"
plan annual ball Fund raising planned 
for Northern Plains group
Foresters
"Skid Road" will be the theme of the 
58th annual Forester's Ball to be 
held Dec. 6 arid 7 in the Men's Gym.
Ed Kowachek, "chief push” for the 
ball, said this year's dance will 
feature a log flume from the gym 
balcony as an entry ramp and a full- 
scale replica of a logging town.
Live blue-grass music, a free meal 
and free soft-drinks will also be 
provided for the $6 per couple ticket 
fee, Kowachek said.
Kowachek said the photo booth will 
feature three picture-style choices 
this year.
“ People will be able to choose from 
a color print, an old-fashioned oval 
picture or a poster of themselves for 
a souvenir,” Kowachek said.
Pre-ball activities will include the 
traditional Forester's Convocation 
Dec. 2 in the University Theater. 
This year's concoction, Kowachek 
said, will feature skits, crowning of 
the Forester’s Ball Queen and a 
review of all the contestants in the 
beard and moustache contest.
Weather permitting, the UM Silvertip 
Skydivers will drop free tickets in the 
Oval Dec. 3 at noon, Kowachek said.
Campus rec 
plans activities
Rosters for a women’s racquetball 
tournament are due today at noon in 
the office of the campus recreation 
department in WC 109. Play begins 
Nov. 4.
A day hike into the Great Burn Wild 
Area south of Superior will be 
tomorrow. The cost, to cover 
transportation only, is $4.50.
Hartung recital
Katherine Hartung will present her 
senior music recital Sunday at 8 
p.m. in the Music Recital Hall. In­
cluded in her performance will bean 
original composition by Sherman 
Himelblau, a graduate student in 
music. Hartung will be accompanied 
by several faculty, staff and students 
of the music department including 
the Montana Little Symphony.
M issoula ’s First 
and Finest 
Plant shop  
T h at Has:
•  An Exotic Selection of 
House Plants
Both Large & Small
•  Macrame Hangers
•  Terrariums
• Fertilizers
•  Sprayers
•  Dipsticks
Boondocker's Day, the outdoor 
contest of forester’s skills, will be at 
noon, Dec. 4 next to the Men’s Gym, 
Kowachek said. This year Boon- 
docker’s Day will feature keg 
throwing, pole climbing, log sawing, 
back pack races and other contests, 
Kowachek said. Any student who 
defeats a forester in the contests will 
receive a free ticket to the ball, he 
said.
All money from ticket sales which 
exceeds the construction costs will 
be donated to a loan-scholarship 
fund for forestry students, Kow- 
acheck said. He said that in order
to be e lig ib le  fo r the loan 
scholarship, a forestry student must 
work a minimum of ten hours on the 
Forester's Ball.
The traditional rivalry between the 
forestry school and the law school 
will continue this year, Kowachek 
said.
"We are going to even the score with 
the lawyers for kidnapping Bertha 
(the forester's stuffed moose) last 
year," Kowachek said.
Tickets for the Forester’s Ball will go 
on sale in late November in the UC 
lobby and the forestry school office.
A dinner and auction to raise money 
for the Northern Plains Resource 
Council will be at 6 p.m. on Nov. 8 in 
the Marshall Ski Area.
The dinner and auction are being 
sponsored by the Friends of the 
Northern Plains Resource Council 
in order to offset the $100,000- 
advertising campaign by Montana 
Power and its Northwest affiliates 
intended to support the construc­
tion of Colstrip units three and four.
The Northern Plains Resource
Council is a non-profit organization 
that has been established to prevent 
the industrialization of Eastern Mon­
tana coal reserves.
Tickets for the dinner are $2.50. 
Beer will be sold, and a band will 
perform. Auctioneers will be K. Ross 
Toole and Harry Fritz, University of 
Montana professors.
Further information may be ob­
tained at the Student Action Center 
in the Venture Center.
T W IL A  V O R H E E S
FOR
County Study Commission
• Instructor Soc. U of M 1964-71
•  Missoula Public Education Chairman—ERA
• Ad Hoc Committee for Campaign Reform in Montana
•  Legislative Action Chairman, Missoula League of Women Voters
• Chairman, Administration of Justice Study in Montana, LWV
• Since Sept. 5 Twila has visited over 5500 householders
in Missoula talking about the local Government Review 
Process!
Committee to Elect Twila Voorhees to LGSC. Dist. No. 2,
Sue Brown, Chr.
Northey Alone Did Well
Only Harry Northey of Missoula’s four senators did well by 
environmental bills during the recent legislative session, according 
to voting records kept by the Environmental Information Center.
The center, an information and lobbying enterprise supported 
by several Montana environmental groups, based its conclusions 
on key State Senate votes on 12 bills.
The House bills were: House Bill 474 concerning stream 
preservation, HB 550 to protect lake shorelines, HB 628 to set 
aside and protect natural areas, HB 632 to require economic im­
pact statements on state actions that affect the economy, HB 795 
to establish conservation easements, HB 875 to slap a two-year 
moratorium on subdivision developments, HB 949 designating the 
Fish and Game Department as the public’s representative in water 
adjudications, (second reading vote), and HB 965 to require satis­
faction of local, state and federal permit requirements before land 
c§n be condemned.
Senate bills were SB 405 governing Montana forest practices, 
SB 418 to suspend the Sun River Game Preserve (second reading 
vote), SB 625 to set up a state planning and community 
development department (second reading vote) and SB 728 to slap 
athree-year moratorium on Yellowstone River water development.
Republican Harry Northey rated 92 per cent, tying fo r fourth 
place among senators voting fo r environmental bills. He voted in 
favor of every bill except HB 632, which he voted against.
Compared with Missoula’s House delegation, w ith the 
exception of Northey the senators did 9 very mediocre job in 
supporting environmental bills of great interest to  a rather 
environmentally-concerned constituency.
—Reynolds
Reprint Missoulian March 21,1974
Re-elect
Harry T. Northey
Senate District No. 47 
'A friend o f the University’
Paid for by Northey for Senate Club 
Glenn Tarbox, Secretary
HEAR
Mike Mansfield
Lee Metcalf
M ike  M an sfie ld  D in n e r  
Frid ay  N ov. 1 7:00  P .M .
U C  B allroom
$5.00 General Public 
$4.00 Students with I.D.’s 
Tickets available at UC Info. Desk, 
Union Hall and at the door
Pd. Pol. Advertising by
University Democrats, Denise Durfee, Executive Board
ilhVlil
Democrat for Congress
Paid for by MAX BAUCUS FOR CONGRESS CLUB.
Lucile Spear, Secretary. Baucus Headquarters -
519 N. Higgins Ave., Missoula, Mont. 59801 - 728-2043.
Sea tale, mountain lore at ‘W orld’
By Dennis Canty 
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
The Devil's Triangle/Brother ot the 
Wind: World Theater, Oct. 30 
through Nov. 2.
Brother of the Wind is technically 
magnificent. The scenes of Rocky 
Mountain wildlife are the best to be 
found in films. The camerawork, 
processing, and editing are superb.
The one fatal flaw was including a 
plot. It reads: man finds wolf pups 
with dead wolf mother, raises wolf 
pups (many "cute" scenes here), 
wolf pups grow up and leave man, 
man is attacked by mangy looking 
bear (suspense?), and man is res­
cued by his wolves. It is all too sweet 
for words.
This beautiful sleeper was ac­
companied by The Devil's Triangle.
The Devil’s Triangle is the open sea 
between the Florida Coast and the 
West Indies noted for the 
disappearances of scores of ships 
and planes. Pretty interesting, eh? 
The movie slaughters the facts. The 
money-mad production crew of this 
film decided to play up the "Devil's” 
part, a la Exorcist. The result is an 
occult version of factual material 
narrated by Vincent Price. It is a 
documentary in witch’s clothing.
‘Sting’ has infectious attitude
By Steve Fullerton 
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
The Sting; Wilma Theater, Oct. 30 
through Nov. 5.
I'm not supposed to be here. The 
reasons for my reappearance on this 
page are fuzzy and border on 
stupidity, so we’ll go into them, of 
course. I already wrote a review on 
The Sting, starring Robert Redford 
and Paul “oP blue-eyes is back” 
Newman. It was in May of this year, 
and in that review, I mentioned that 
"if your date (female in this case) 
happens to harbor a secret desire to 
rape and pillage Paul Newman 
and/or Robert Redford, expect her 
to be in some other world after the 
movie and probably a week or so 
afterwards.” Well, that still stands. 
The trouble with movies is that the 
actors never get older. That's why 
old Rudloph Valentino movies still 
warm the cockles of female 
pacemaker-assisted hearts.
Also, in that review, I mentioned that 
the music of Marvin Hamlisch fit the 
mood of the film rather well, and it fit 
the times. Well, I’ve changed my 
mind on that score. First of all Scott 
Joplin's music, (which Hamlisch 
sloppily adapted), was written at the 
turn of the century. The movie took 
place in the 30s. Hamlisch added 
_some 70s improvisations to it and it 
won all sorts of awards. The music 
score could’ve been done better, 
however.
Also, in that review, I recommended 
that “ if you have a friend who’s told 
you all about it, punch her (or him) 
right in the mouth. Anyone who has 
told you the ending of this movie 
cannot be considered a friend any 
longer. I’m sorry, but that is the way 
it has to be. No reprieve, just total 
and complete alienation.”
That still stands.
I haven’t seen the movie since that 
May viewing, and that's another 
reason I shouldn’t be here. My 
opinion of the film is still the same; 
(you should see it), but I no longer 
agree with the Academy Awards’ 
presentation of “Best Picture of
1973.” It wasn’t. There was no best 
picture in 1973. The Exorcist came 
close, but . . .
Why wasn’t The Sting the best pic­
ture? Hmmmmm. The acting was 
fine (especially the counter-plays 
between Redford and Newman, 
reminiscent of Butch Bassidy and 
the Sundance Kid), but it was not on 
the level of either great serious ac­
ting, (Midnight Cowboy comes to 
mind), or great comedy acting, 
(George Segal).
The music score, as I’ve stated 
earlier, wasn’t the best.
The editing was superb, but only 
equal (if that) to The Exorcist.
The mood of the whole movie was 
the one thing that made it stand out 
in the movies of 1973. That light­
hearted, isnt-life-a-lark attitude is 
infectious. For that only, you should 
see this movie.
The fantasy of The Sting is what 
makes it so entertaining. It’s a mood 
that we need in the darkening hours 
of our modern decline.
I really can’t bring myself to tell you 
about the movie, which is another 
reason I shouldn't be here.
To tell too much about this story, 
which takes place during the mob 
» "gang wars” and shows ■ how ‘two
Sly and the Family Stone will appear 
in concert tomorrow evening at 8 in 
the field house. Tickets are $4.50 for 
students and $5.50 for the general 
public. Ticket prices increase $1 on 
the day of the concert.
Also appearing at the University of 
Montana will be the Guarneri String 
Quartet Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. at the 
University Theater. Reserved tickets 
are $3.00.
G ary  N iles K im ble  
University District 94
•  University of Montana Graduate
•  Assistant Professor
•  Education Advocate
I Sponsored:
•  Student Privacy Bill
•  Bike Ways
•  $147,000 Library Acquisition Bill
O bjectives:
•  Oppose Colstrip 3 & 4
•  Ban Strip Mining Where Saline Seep Threatens
•  Strengthen Reclamation Laws
•  Increase Coal Tax
R o . F l a p t
GARY NILES KIMBLE 
Democrat
Paid Political Ad by G. Kimble for Leg. Club,
D. Kaudy, Sec.
guys seek revenge on a mobster, 
would ruin the show for you.
The Wilma Theater is a great place 
for a movie of this type. The interior 
architecture blends with the at­
mosphere of The Sting, and the ten 
thousand curtains that rise before 
the show starts only add to the 
effect.
So, if you haven’t seen The Sting, go 
to it. It MIGHT be good evin a 
second time. I don’t really know, 
which is another reason I shouldn’t 
be here.
I didn’t even get a free movie ticket 
out of this. Perhaps there’s a reason 
for that.
Drama Department 
elects ASUM reps
Five drama students were recently 
elected to represent the drama 
department at ASUM.
The students were chosen at an 
organizational meeting of the Drama 
Workshop last month.
Students elected are: Susan Weber, 
freshman; Michael Shine, sopho­
more; Marsha Wiest, junior; Lee 
Cook, senior, and Teresa Power, 
graduate student.
Marsha Wiest will serve as the 
group's chairman.
Two students were also appointed 
as student advisors to Robert Kiley, 
dean of the fine arts department. 
Linda Lehman, senior in drama, and 
Rebecca Boyles, senior in dance, 
will report to Kiley on issues 
concerning students in the drama 
department.
GeorgeTurman
Public Service Commission 
Democrat
W m m
Mayor of Missoula (1970-72) 
State Representative 
Research Associate, Federal Reserve 
Bank of San Francisco 
University of Montana 
(BA Economics 1951)
Political Ad Paid for by Turman for PSC Club 
Frances Logan Merriam, Chairman
Vote for: PETER RICE 
Ravalli County Government 
Study Commission
District No. 1
Bitter Root resident since 1967; 28 years old; 
and a graduate of the University of Montana.
Former miner, assay chemist, mill worker
Presently self-employed homekeeper, research biologist
and a partner in a tree planting company.
The present three person commissioners form is not 
responsive to valley needs.
The trend in local government revision has been 
to seek “efficiency" by hiring professionals
while taking control from the people. '
The county legislative body should be large enough to represent the 14,000 people in the valley. 
The alternative should allow and encourage voters to place questions on the ballot.
The county legislative body should seek ballot box approval of major proposals.
Abolish the property tax on family-owned homes, farms and ranches, 
and seek to replace that revenue source with a local income tax.
The country should assume “self governing powers” so it is no longer dependent 
on the state legislature for the authority to deal with local problems.
Land use planning should be a formal part of the alternative with a planning board consisting 
of elected members rather than the present methods of appointees.
A type of "town meeting” form is my theoretical ideal.
Pd. Pol. Adv. by the club to Elect Peter Rice, Pamela Shore Sec.-Treas.
Reunion painful for audience
By Margie Cook 
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
That Championship Season; Mas­
quer Theater, Oct. 30-Nov. 3.
That Championship Season, a 1972 
Pulitzer Prize-winning play, now be­
ing performed by the Masquer 
Theater is painful to watch. Part of 
the pain comes from a sense of 
wondering why the typical story of a 
reunion of old high school state 
basketball champions has won such 
acclaim for being serious, honor­
able, funny and original.
Part of an answer to the wonder and 
pain the play brings is found in what 
the playwright, Jason Miller, felt was 
important. He said, “The characters 
are what are important to me. I want 
to write about people. I'm writing in 
Championship about men going 
into their middle age with a sense of 
terror and defeat. They’re desper­
ately holding onto their youth. The 
only thing that holds them together 
is the memory of when they were 
together. The play is a rite of pas­
sage, really, and I know that in this 
rite of passage I must love all my 
characters in order to write about 
them.
“The best I could do with these 
people was to admit their mystery, 
try to catch their mystery. The 
mystery of man. They are all 
trapped. They can’t express their in­
dividuality, they can’t get out of 
themselves . . .  They'll come back 
next year for another reunion. 
They'll come back to live out their 
myths. Perhaps all we really do is 
live out our myths.”
Alcoholism, competition, capitalism, 
ecology, faithfulness, free enter­
prise, democracy, patriotism and 
violence are just some of the myths 
the play calls to attention. The at­
titude taken towards these myths is 
reminiscent of Watergate and the 
rest of history’s long list of dirty 
tricks.
History is made of fallible men, it has 
been said, and doesn’t teach us 
anything but that it teaches nothing. 
The play reinforces these adages by 
spouting them off, making them into 
jokes and actions.
For instance, one line says that it 
takes pain to be a winner. In the 
finest Teddy Roosevelt tradition 
other lines in the play applaud men 
who have hit the dust by trying agaifi 
and again in the same competitive 
arena. At another point, the coach 
emphatically says that all our great 
leaders have been killed and that we 
need men to take us back again to 
the good old uncorrupt days.
The pain comes in part from this 
banging of our heads against the 
walls of so-called life as it is. The ac­
tors and the play’s direction pound 
away at us slowly but surely.
The question is whether the poun­
ding will chisel away to make life the 
championship season it is meant to 
be.
AT MONTANA’S LAST HOME GAME, a Northern Arizona player looks on In 
apparent anguish as his team Is defeated 27 to 0, Oct. 12. Tomorrow the 
Grizzlies meet the Bobcats of Montana State University at Domblaser Field 
at 1:30 p.m. The last game of the season for the ’Tips will be at Domblaser 
Field against the Boise State Broncos Nov. 16. (Photo by Joe Stark)
No action taken since March on 
Men’s Gym renovation proposals
Proposals for renovation of the 
Men’s Gymnasium building have not 
received consideration since March 
25, Dimitri Janetos, director of the 
campus recreation department, said 
Wednesday.
The original renovation proposal 
was unanimously approved by the 
Campus Recreation and Sports 
Committee (CRSC) and referred to 
the Campus Development Com­
mittee (CDC), which considers all 
long-range campus building, reno­
vations and locations.
If any more time elapses, the 
proposal stated, the Men’s Gym 
could degenerate into “nothing 
more than an empty storage bin.”
The CRSC proposal estimated that 
the entire renovation would cost 
$130,000 to $150,000.
Harry Fritz, CDC chairman, said he 
thought financing of the renovation 
would have to be passed by the state 
legislature, and that student build­
ing fees would not be used because 
of the high cost.
The proposal recommended:
•  renovation of the swimming pool 
and running track above the gym 
floor.
•  the gym floor be replaced by a 
maple or tartan surface, estimated to 
cost $40,000 or $46,000 respectively.
•  removal of outdated apparatus 
from the walls, floor and ceiling 
where they are presently a safety 
hazard.
•  cleaning of various rooms to use 
for arts and crafts, yoga, marriage 
counseling and day care.
•  a possible installation of synthetic 
ice-skating surface for $50,000, to 
be used for basketball, volleyball or 
ice hockey, depending on whether 
or not a liquid conditioner is 
apppied.
The installation of the multi-purpose 
flooring, the renovation of the swim­
ming pool and the repairing of the 
running track could be financed for 
about $102,000, the proposal stated.
J. A. Parker, director of campus 
facilities, said that fund allowances 
for any renovations of the Men’s 
Gym are not available.
Highway 93 — South Avenue and Russell
Hail! Hail! the old gang's here
Welcome, alumni! Remember how
you used to browse among our books and how
you used to shop here
in the good old days” ? Today we have
even bigger and better selections.
For old time's sake, visit your College Bookstore. 
Renew old acquaintances, make new ones.
See for yourself how we've changed.
Associated Students’ Store
University of Montana 
M-F, 8-5 PM; Sat. 9-2 
We Honor Mastercharge
QUAW EM
m o n d ay  
n o \iem b er4  
8 0 0 pm  
u n i/e rs it/ theatre  
free to students 
with validated i.d.
"A  SELLOUT IN  
CARNAGIE HALL"
N E W  YORK TIMES
‘Frankenstein’ is Warhol ‘weird’
By John Garlinghouse 
Montana Kaimin Reviewer
Frankenstein; Roxy Theater, Oct. 30 
through Nov. 5.
Andy Warhol is a touchy subject. 
(Snicker) Ah, well . . .  Warhol’s the 
master of more meaningful than 
they may first appear super­
ficialities, so let us now leave that art 
to him.
The movie, then. It is the maestro’s 
own rendition of Frankenstein. The 
demented doctor is out this time, 
not just to create a perfect servant 
cum superman (is there a con­
tradiction here?), but to create a 
whole race of the varmints. He’s 
building the ultimate male and the 
ultimate female. Their progeny will, 
of course, rule—no, no—run the 
world. He will rule. The unap­
preciated genius will show them!
Unfortunately(?), the best laid plans, 
do go astray. The good doctor 
thinks he’s collecting the head of a 
super virile young peasant stud (as if 
the head controls such matters!), 
but instead collects the head of his 
buddy who is preparing to enter a 
monastery.
If things aren't weird at this point, 
they surely do get weirder. Unless, 
of course, we stop to consider that 
this is an Andy Warhol treatment of 
the Frankenstein theme. The movie 
and its characters finally play 
themselves out, so to speak.
Much has been made by other 
critics of the sensational nature of 
this flick. Perhaps this writer was 
numb in his higher senses, but he 
really didn't need his own barf bag, 
as some reviewers have suggested.
The fuck scenes didn’t look like 
anything I’d want to do! The gore 
scenes were somehow, not that 
gory. They were, quite simply, and 
quite definitely, contrived. Herein
CRYSTAL
THEATRE
515 S. Higgins
Fri., Sat.—Nov. 1̂ *2
The Legend of 
the Lone Ranger
This is it, folks!!
The true story of how the 
masked man got his mask, 
met Tonto, and got Silver. 
So when somebody says, 
“Who was that masked 
man?” you’ll know. (1952)
Two Shows Nitely—7:30- 9:30
University of Montana School o f Fine Arts 
Department o f Drama Presents
JASON MILLER’S
T H A T
C H A M P IO N S H IP
S E A S O N
WED-SUN
OCT 30-NOV 3
MASQUER THEATER 8 PM 
Reservations—243-4581 
Box Office Open Now! 
Sun-Tues: 12-5 
Wed-Sun: 12-8:30
lies a clue to whatever message 
Warhol may be trying to get across.
If lying together and moving de­
sultorily does not constitute sex, 
and if the display of internal organs 
does not constitute gore, what's go­
ing on? Is it all a facade? Whoa! Is it 
all a facade?!
Aside from egos and genitals run 
amuck, it seems likely that Warhol is 
telling us of the superficial and 
ultimately jive nature of existence.
A philosophical peak of sorts is 
reached when the doctor commits 
an indescribable (because I’m not
sure there is a word for this 
particular peccadilo) act upon the 
gall bladder of superchick. As he ex­
plains to his strange little assistant, 
"To know death, you have to fuck 
life in the gall bladder.’’
So there’s Worhol and Frankenstein. 
If Warhol is not a super stranae kind 
of genius, he is, certainly, a hell of a 
bright jiveass. One might wonder if 
his jive doesn’t go so far as to make 
itself jive, and Warhol with it. I doubt 
that he himself could really answer 
that question. A worthwhile movie, 
anyway, if you admire, or are 
curious about, the man and his 
work.
Puppet theatre attempts to teach 
children equality of race and sex
A Saturday morning “ Puppet 
Theatre” for pre-school children and 
their parents is being presented by 
Cheryl Gerard, freshman in speech 
pathology, and several members of 
the University of Montana Black 
Studies Program.
Gerard, who is coordinator of the 
project, said the theatre is an 
attempt to teach small children 
“ racial and sexual equality.”
“Our shows have themes that teach 
the children that everybody is 
special,” she said.
The puppet shows give small 
children an opportunity to play with 
other children theirx own ages, 
Gerard said.
The volunteer puppeteers use 
handmade puppets in the shows and 
encourage the children to play and 
talk to the puppets, Gerard said.
The theatre starts at 11 a.m. every 
Saturday.
Justice is incidental to law and 
order.—J. Edgar Hoover
T O N IG H T  A N D  S A T U R D A Y  O N L Y !
"They 
Call Me 
Trinity"
Trin ity *  
backin  
the saddle 
a n d
still
horsing 
around.
Joseph E. Levine Presents
‘Trinity Is Still i ^ r N f t m e
lGl<3 B> Prints by Deluxe*'COLOR An Av*o imfamty Silum j f c
- e E E J -
OPEN at 7:00 P.M. 
Friday and Saturday 
$1.00 per Car 
Bargain Nights
Eddie and Bob’s
G O  W E S T!
Drive-In
5 Miles West of Airport
T H E Y  V A N IS H E D .. .  
without a trace— overa 1000 people and 
100 planes and ships in an area of the 
Atlantic Ocean known as. . .
Saturday Matinee 4:00
Plus Brother 
of the 
Wind
First Time 
7:00
Second Time 
9:45
The Greatest 
TRUE LIFE MYSTERY 
ot the Century
Featuring 
VINCENT PRICE 
Music by 
KING CRIMSON
S T A R T S  S U N .
J E S U S  C H R I S T  
S U P E R S T A R
NOW THROUGH TUESDAYI
‘The goriest and the sexiest 
‘Frankenstein’ ever film ed.”
—Kevin Sanders, ABC-TV
“ A perversely fascinating 
original movie.”  ~p'
—Paul D. Zimmerman, 
Newsweek
Andy UJarbolsTrankcnstcin
A Film by PAUL MORRISSEY
A CARLO POND -  BRAUNS8ERG -  RASSAM PRODUCTION A BRYANSTON PICTURES RELEASE 
COLOR ( y )  W0 OX UNMI 11 »»WTTt»
OPEN at 
7:00 P.M.
"FRANKENSTEIN” 
at 7:30 and 9:20 
Admission is $2.00
The Beautiful
R O X Y
543-7341
ROBERT 
NEWMAN REDEORD
ROBERT SHAW
IN A BILL/PHILLIPS PRODUCTION OF
A  G E O R G E  RO Y HILL FILM THE STING
A RICHARD D.ZANUCK/DAVID BROWN PRESENTATION 
Written by Directed by
D A V ID  S. W AR D  G E O R G E  R O Y HILL
Produced by
T O N Y  BILL a n d  M IC H A E L &  JULIA PHILLIPS
Music Adapted by MARVIN HAMLISCH • TECHNICOLOR ? A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE 
EXCLUSIVELY ON MCA RECORDS AND TAPES
OPEN at 6:15 P.M. 
Short Subjects at 6:30, 9:20 
“The Sting” at 6:50, 9:40
L GUIDANCE SDOGES'
10
Showplace of Montana
W IL M A
543-7341
classified ads
1. LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: J a r  o f m ercu ry . C laim  a t 
K aim in  B usiness Office. 2B-4f
FOUND: JIM  FULGHAM 'S slide ru le . 
Collect a t K aim in  B usiness Office.
_____________________________ 27-4f
FOUND: Dow n coat. C laim  a t 306
M iller. 243-4876._________________ 27-4f
LOST: S ix key s  an d  copper a rro w h ead  
on  beaded chain . T u rn  in  a t  K aim in
office. R ew ard .__________________25-Sf
LOST: One p a ir  s ilv e r fram ed  su n ­
glasses. LA Build ing . R ew ard . Call 
243-2007, Jo n  Doggett, 150 D unlw ay.
26-4p
Candidates to talk 
about environment
Rep. Dick Shoup, R-Mont., and 
Democratic challenger Max Baucus 
w i l l  each appear before con­
servation groups to discuss their 
positions on environmental issues.
Baucus is speaking at 2 p.m. today 
and Shoup at 7:30 p.m. Monday at 
the Missoula City-County Library.
Each candidate wifi briefly present 
his views concerning environmental 
issues and answer questions from 
the audience.
The meetings are sponsored by the 
Montana League of Conservation 
Voters.
FOUND in J306 F ri. 25. sh o rth an d  book.
C laim  a t  K aim in  office,_________26-4f
LOST: K eys in  b lack  lea th e r  case, b e ­
tw een  ten n is  c o u rts  & Lodge. 10/31. 
Call 728-9614: Tug. 29-3p
FOUND: "P hysics fo r  th e  L ife
S ciences.” Call an d  id en tify , 243- 
5733, ask  fo r  G reg. 28-4f
2. PERSONALS
ESCHEW  REPETITIO U S W RITING. 
Use ru b b e r  stam ps. O ne w ord  o r 
m an y . C heap, q u ick  serv ice . Call 
549-5360 (even ings). 28-tf
TROUBLED? Lonely? “W alk-in"  fo r  
p riv a te , com pletely  co n fid en tia l lis ­
ten in g  a t th e  so u th east en tra n c e  of 
th e  S tu d en t H ealth  Science b u ild ing .
___________________________________ 27-3c
TA KING app lica tions  u n til  Nov. 8 fo r 
m arr ie d  couple  to  se rve  as su b s titu te  
fo s te r  p a re n ts  in  M issoula hom e fo r 
teen ag e  boys . . . H ousing  ava ilab le . * 1 
F o r fu r th e r  In fo rm ation  call 728-1307.
___________________________________ 24 -8p
SM OKING in  c lassroom s h a rm s  y o u r  
h ea lth . A sse rt yourse lf. Tell sm okers
to  stop  or g e t out!______________29-lp
APPLICA TIO N S a re  s til l  being  ac ­
cep ted  fo r  1975 A b er D ay ch a irm an .
Call 243-4040 o r  243-2451.________ 29-2c
1972 YEARBOOKS — T he  L ast S en ti­
nel—on sale  a t  A ssociated  S tu d en ts  
S to re . 25 c en ts  each , a ll p roceeds to  
L ib ra ry  Book. F u n d  D rive. 29-lp  
LAST CHANCE to  sign u p  fo r  18 cases
of beer. UC Rec. C en ter._______29-lc
NEED h e lp  to  m ove fro m  B illings 
—M issoula. P re fe r  p ickup . W ill pay  
gas. 721-2289, 2373 W. Sussex. 29-4p 
HELP—I n eed  to  tic k e ts  fo r  G rizzly- 
B o b ca t gam e!!! Top p rice . M ike 
543-3093 a f te r  6:00. 29-lp
PO G : NOW TH AT I KNOW  how  to  
spell it, le t ’s DO i t  S a t. 1.30 — M IK.
___________________________________ 29-lp
M ichael H alligan  CITY STUDY COM- 
M ISSION on Nov. 5. P a id  po litica l
ad  by  M ichael H alligan._______29-lp
W OMEN’S PLA CE, h e a lth  e d u c a tio n / 
counseling: abo rtio n , b irth ' contro l, 
p regnancy , crisis. R ape re lie f . M -F, 
2-5 & 7-10 p .m . 543-7606 22-tfc
CE9ZSZ9Z
750 Pitchers 
2 PM - 6 PM
m a m
i
3
3
Poker
Pool
Foosball
warn
Eight Ball 
Billiards
3101 Russell
Come
On
Over
Today!
a
3
3
2S325Z3
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY O PTIO NS: 
Call M arie K uffel, 728-3845 o r  549- 
7721, Jo e  M oran, 543-3129 o r  549-3385.
19-31p
H A PPY HOURS, 2 p .m . -6 p .m ., 75r 
p itch e rs  M onday th ro u g h  F rid ay  
E igh t B all B illia rds, 3101 Russell.
__________________________________23-tfc
TOM CH RISTIE fo r S ta te  R epresen ta tiv e  
D lst. 94—Vote Nov. 5th. P d . Pol. Ad. 
by  C h ristie  fo r  S t. R ep. Club, F aye 
Collins, Secy,, 439 U nlv. Ave. 26-4p
3. LEGAL
TENANTS! STUDENTS! Is  y o u r  lan d ­
lo rd  on  th e  tak e?  F ile  y o u r  com ­
p la in ts  w ith  th e  S tu d e n t A ction  Cen- 
te r  V,C, 212,__________________  26-5c
4. HELP WANTED
APPLICA TIO N S be ing  tak e n  fo r solo­
ists  an d  o rgan ists , bo th  re g u la r  and
su b stitu te . 728-9199._____________29-4p
BANDS av a ilab le  fo r  a ll k in d s  of fu n c ­
tions. A ll p rices. Call Rock 'n  Roll 
P rom otions, Doug, T im , o r  B rian . P h .
543-8518. ______________________ 19-12p
W RITERS an d  F e a tu re  Id eas  W anted : 
The K aim in  s ta ff  w an ts  s tu d e n t vo l­
u n te e rs  to  w ri te  on  specialized  in te r ­
ests. I f  you  c an ’t  w rite  w e  can  s till 
u se  y o u r  idea. See C arey  Y unker, 
e d ito r  o r  R ich  L an d ers  M ontana R e ­
v iew  ed ito r  in  th e  K aim in  Office, 
J-206.__________________________ 27-7f
6. BUSINESS OPPORTUN ITIES 
PROGRAM  COUNCIL is look ing  fo r an  
ad v e rtis in g  co o rd in a to r. T h is jo b  w ill 
p ay  $50 a  m o n th  an d  a n y  s tu d e n t w ho 
has  th e  p o ten tia l of h a n d lin g  th is  
ad v e rtis in g  fo r  us  can  call fo r fu r th e r  
in fo rm a tio n  a t 243-2642.________ 26-4c
7. SERVICES________________
PIA N O  LESSONS in  y o u r  hom e. $3
p e r  lesson. 728-0868.___________ 29-4p
DANCE CLASSES: E len lta  B row n in ­
te rn a tio n a lly  tra in ed . B a lle t-c h a ra c ­
te r , m o d em , A frican -Jazz , Spanish .
728-1683.________________________17-33C
TERM  PA PERS! C an ad a 's  la rg es t se rv ­
ice. F o r  ca ta logue  send  $2 to : Essay 
Services, 57 S p ad in a  A venue , No. 208, 
T oronto , O n tario , C anada. 23-tfc
8, TYPING
FAST, EFFIC IEN T ty p in g . 50c/page,
728-4339 a fte r  5. ___________ 28-2p
PROFESSIO NA L typ in g . Theses, te rm
papers, e tc . 728-8547, _________25-8p
EX PERT typ ing . E lectric  ty p ew rite r . 
Thesis a n a  do c to ra te  ex p erien ce. W ill 
co rrec t, M ary  W ilson, 543-6515. 19-16p 
I ’LL DO y o u r typ in g . 543-6835. 23-22p
9. TRANSPORTATION
RIDE NEEDED by Nov. 1, C alifornia.
Call Jo e  728-4467._______________ 29-lp
TWO NEED RID E to  a g ric u ltu re  con­
feren ce  in  E llensburg , W ash. Nov. 20.
B ack Nov. 23-24, 9-3646._______28-4f
DENVER & NEW  ORLEANS. R id er 
needed. L eav ing  Nov. 3? S h are  gaso ­
line  & d riv ing . M arv in  D organ, Su- 
p e rlo r , 822-9956, a f te r  6 p jn .  26-4p
11. FOR SALE
STUDDED TOYO snow  tire s. 6.00 X 12. 
U n d er 500 m iles. $45. C ar rad io
tap e  deck, $25. 728-0117,______ 29-5p
NEW PROFESSIO NA L SAXOPHONE. 
$200 o r  b est o ffe r. B itte r ro o t M usic
549-3847.  29-4p
CABER S ki Boots. M en’s, size 8. In  
ex ce llen t condition , $50. 543-3473.
27-3p
SK I RACK. N ew . $25, 728-9556 28-2p
FU R COATS, jack e ts, sto les. $10 a n d
u p . 542-2472.___________________ 28-6c
SR-10 T exas In stru m e n ts  C alcu lato r. 
L ik e  new , 2 m o n th s  old. Sell $50. 
543-7371 eve. K eep  try in g . 28-2p
2 FO REST SERVICE dow n filled  m u m ­
m y -ty p e  s leeping  bags. Good cond i­
tio n , $20 each . 543-7371 eve.. K eep
try in g .__________________________ 28-2p
1 U.S. P lyw ood  h a rd  h a t.  $2.00. 543-
7371 eve. K eep try in g _________28-2p
BLU E STAR T IP IS : 14’ — $150.00; 18’ 
— $200.00. 728-5733. 910 W ashburn . 
__________________________________ 26-12p
FR O STLIN E K ITS a re  n o w  in  s to ck  a t  
B e rn in a  Sew ing C en te r  108H W. M ain
549-2811.________________________ 20-30p
NEW & n e a r  n ew  dresses, coats fo r ­
m ats, k n its , sizes 5 to  20. P h o n e  542- 
2472 fo r  app o in tm en t. 28-6c
AKC R eg istered  Irish  S e tte rs. 549-9846. 
___________________________________ 27-3p
12, AUTOMOTIVE
M UST SELL — 1967 V.W. Squareback . 
N eeds w ork . 838 Locust evenings.
___________________________________ 29-4p
'66 CHEVY, 6 cy lin d er, 3 speed  m anual.
$350, 728-8473,_________________ 28-5p
FOR SALE: 1970 Opel R ally  K adet, $750 
o r  best offe r. 549-4864. M ust sell!
'______________________________ 27-3p
13. BICYCLES
SCHW INN VARSITY 10-SPEED: 1 
y e a r  old. C e n te r  p u ll b rak es . M ust 
sell by  w eekend . M ake o ffe r—543- 
6944._____________________________27-3p
14. MOTORCYCLES____________________
1973 BMW. 5000 m iles. S afety  bars , lu g ­
gage c a rr ie r , tw o  helm ets. Call 721- 
1767 a fte r  5._____________________ 26-4p
15. W ANTED TO BUY_________________
NEED 3 tlc k e td s  fo r  C at-G rizzly  gam e 
S a tu rd ay , C hris  — 721-1034. 29-lp
IN STA N T CASH fo r  c u rre n t  college 
tex tb o o k s. P h o n e  549-2959 befo re  10:30 
a.m .____________________________ 24-30p
17. FOB RENT
BASEM ENT a p a rtm e n t n e a r  cam pus. 
One perso n , $55. 549-2482 a f te r  5 p.m.
~___________________________ 27-3p
18. ROOMMATES NEEDED
H ELP! N eed ro o m m ate  fas t, 4 b locks 
from  U n iv ers ity . $67150. 243-4328.
_______________28-2p
19. PETS
SH ELTIE PU P , m ale  4 m onths. To 
good hom e. A fte r  5.00 728-2292 29-4p
20. MISCELLANEOUS
EXORCIST,, tech n ica l ad v iso r F a th e r  
N icola describes in cid en ts  d u rin g  p ro ­
d u c tio n  an d  exorcism  in  h is  p a p e r­
back , DIABOLICAL POSESSION 
AND EXORCISM, $3.20 postpaid . 
H art-D av is  Books, B ox 2428, M issoula.
25-5p
Why Do People Go To Alice’s
H om em ade
Breads
D angerous
Desserts
A co u s tica l
M usic
A fte r
9:30 P.M.
H ea lthy
D inners
$2-3-4 O n e T w o T h r e e  E.  M a i n
7, T w o A t e .  T w o A t e ?  O n e .  T h r e e
